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Abstract
With nearly 95 percent of West Tennesseans being employed yet those same rural 20
counties have one-fifth of their population living at poverty levels, nonprofit private schools face
a challenge. Low unemployment and high levels of poverty indicate that many in rural West
Tennessee are the working poor. Due to 23 percent of the residents being enrolled in TennCare,
there is a greater indication that rural areas provide tremendous challenges to nonprofit private
schools. With an aging, declining populace, and every county being more than 50 miles from an
urban airport that transports passengers, industry becomes more difficult to recruit. Experiencing
extremely high rates of single, unwed pregnancies, the region’s economic challenges hinder
nonprofit private school leadership in recruiting students from families that can afford to pay the
tuition. These challenges limit opportunities to find individuals that will financially support the
school at a level that is needed to provide a better option than the local, public, tax-supported
school. Recruiting board members that have experience becomes a greater challenge in rural,
economically challenged areas. These economic challenges tend to destroy the “agrarian myth,”
the traditionally romantic and idealistic lifestyle associated with rural areas.
This study examined the latest, consecutive three years of financial data on the nonprofit
private schools in twenty rural counties of West Tennessee to determine their fiscal position. By
using secondary data from IRS 990 submissions, a three year trend can be established. In
examining each nonprofit school, their ability to balance the budget, end the year with positive
cash flow and the impact of an endowment, using multiple regression and Cross Tabulation the
impact of an endowment on the sustainability of these schools was determined.
Using a multiple regression model proved to be ineffective due to a limited pool of 12
schools in the area under study. A Cross Tabulation of data was prepared by looking at the
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minimal level of sustainability of the schools then converting the data into nominal data and
comparing with it with the interval data to produce the correlational value in Directional
Measures.
Results indicated that the Cross Tabulation model was effective in showing the critical
elements of sustainable nonprofit private schools in the West Tennessee area. The purpose of this
study was to examine the impact of an endowment to the sustainability of the schools. This study
indicated that Positive Cash Flow and Endowment/Investments were equal and more critical to
the sustainability of the school than a Balanced Budget.
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Chapter One
Introduction
Nonprofit private schools have challenges in becoming sustainably successful as they
compete with publicly funded schools (Williamson, 2011). Tuition, charitable gifts and
endowment/investments are defining elements of nonprofit private schools in their efforts to
become sustainable (Pandey, Sjoquist & Walker, 2009). Being deficient in one or more of these
areas creates a vulnerable school, facing the risk of a fiscal crisis. A classic example of a
sustainable school becoming vulnerable is Columbia Military Academy (CMA). CMA was
established in 1904 and became one of the nation’s leading military preparatory schools. The
school achieved national recognition when alumni became governors and judges, with at least
one alumnus, William Odom, becoming a member of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Director of
the National Security Agency (NSA). The respected school was highly prosperous until the
Vietnam War changed the public mindset, negatively impacting enrollment and charitable giving
at all of the nation’s military schools.
CMA was sustainable and successful until public opinion changed the fiscal nature of the
school. This national, anti-war mindset caused a major drop in enrollment for CMA for nearly
two decades. During the decades of decline, the CMA Board of Trustees began to implement
changes in an effort to turn the declining enrollment around. Fiscally, the nonprofit private
school was suffering, and eventually the board had to secure bank loans to offset losses. As the
debt approached $1 million, the trustees began to look at ways to salvage this piece of Tennessee
history. The school began to enroll female students. Bible classes were added. None of the
changes were successful. Instead of closing the doors of CMA, the Board of Trustees negotiated
a board swap with local church leaders to start a Christian school. The military school leadership
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agreed to transition the board to the Christian school group when they learned that the Churches
of Christ were discussing the establishment of their own nonprofit private school in Columbia.
Making the transition to a new board would relieve the military school board of the debt and the
difficulty that the military school was having in recruiting the number of students needed to be
fiscally sound. In addition to student recruitment, the school had never relied on donor gifts so
alumni responded negatively to administration requests for charitable gifts during the waning
years. The Christian school group, however, had been gaining local momentum in support for a
Christian school as they talked with parents, students, and potential benefactors for a new,
Christian, nonprofit private school.
To make the transition, most board members of the military school resigned from the
board allowing the remaining military school board to accept the new board members from the
church group. Once the new Christian school board members were in place, all remaining
military school board members resigned, enabling a smooth succession of board members of the
historic school, now with a new board and a new mission. As staff was put in place, church and
school leadership began to recruit students and raise funds for the new class of students (J.
Vaughn, personal communication, April 16, 1988). The Columbia Military Academy transition
followed the traditional Resource Dependency Theory as the nonprofit private school changed its
mission and followed a new funding source in an attempt to create a new, potentially sustainable
model (Hodge, 2006).
Nonprofit private schools are part of a larger group of nonprofit corporations that are
recognized by the IRS as contributing to meeting perceived needs in the community. As such,
they have a special place in the tax codes that allows for the donor to receive a tax benefit and
these organizations are given a “501(c)(3) designation.” These nonprofit corporations
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experienced a 60 percent growth from 1999 to 2011; increasing their numbers to more than 1.56
million designated organizations by 2018. The numbers have continued to climb averaging 20
percent growth in the last decade (Kim & Bradach, 2012; McKeever, 2018). While the numbers
of nonprofit corporations continues to grow, the growth of contributions to nonprofits has been
relatively stagnant. For example, the growth of contributions to nonprofits in 2017 remained at
4.2 percent low (Jones, 2020). The one bright spot related to charitable giving is that
contributions to educational institutions have outpaced non-educational nonprofits with a growth
of 8.1 percent for the same period. Kim and Bradach (2012) note that much of this increase may
be attributed to massive educational nonprofits KIPP (Knowledge is Power Program) and Teach
for America, which raised more than $50 million annually, not in general contributions to
educational institutions. While there has been massive growth in the number of these nonprofits,
a somewhat lack luster growth of overall contributions means that some nonprofits will suffer as
they seek to gain the needed financial support (Charity Navigator, 2018; Bowman, 2011).
As a nonprofit private school, the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) governs the charitable
transactions of the school. Charitable gifts must meet IRS guidelines, and those schools must
provide every donor of $250 or more with receipts for tax deductions. Those schools must also
abide by all IRS restrictions that follow 501 (c)(3) organizations. The IRS prevents tuition
payments from being designated as a charitable contribution. For example, grandparents cannot
make a charitable gift to the private school and the gift be used to pay tuition. Failure to abide by
IRS guidelines may not only impact the school’s standing with the IRS but also may impact the
donor’s personal tax responsibility (IRS, 2014).
Traditional nonprofit private schools that obtain 501(c)(3) status provide the IRS with an
annual financial report called a 990. Similar to a for-profit corporate annual report, the 990
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provides the IRS with a record of funds received and how those funds were used. This data is
available from the organization’s annual audit and submitted on the IRS 990 report. The IRS
makes the annual 990 reports available to the general public through online sites. The IRS
provides this transparency of the nonprofit’s income and spending to inform donors and potential
donors. This transparency provides a wealth of information on the fiscal condition of all
nonprofits, including 501(c)(3) schools. Some nonprofit private schools, however, operate under
churches as ministries and are not required to publish any of their donor records. As such, they
are not 501(c)(3) organizations and do not file the IRS 990 each year. Churches are protected
under the First Amendment of the Constitution and not required to report financial data (IRS,
2015).
Background for the Study
The types of nonprofits vary greatly in that each nonprofit develops uniquely to serve its
community and meet a perceived need in that community. Nonprofit private schools in the rural
20 counties of West Tennessee serve a perceived community need and will be the only focus in
this study. The IRS recognizes that nonprofit private schools are an asset to the community and
rewards donors with a tax benefit. Donors receive a tax benefit for donations to the nonprofit
private school in that it removes a fiscal burden from the public school system. When students
enroll in local private schools, it results in a lower enrollment in public schools, thus reducing the
tax burdens for the county. The tax dollars remain in the public school system as these tax dollars
do not follow students to private schools (Howell & Miller, 1997; Worth, 2012).
Nonprofit private schools are part of the larger business community as they are
corporations designed to make a profit; yet the profit is not returned to individuals, i.e.
stakeholders/stockholders but is instead, the profits are reinvested profit back into their area of
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service (Diaz, 2002). The nonprofit sector is quite different from the public sector in that the
public sector’s educational institutions (traditional public schools and charter schools) are
supported by tax dollars, and the nonprofit sector relies on tuition and charitable gifts to fund
most of the expenses of the school (Williamson, 2011).
While public schools are tax-supported and nonprofit private schools rely on tuition and
charitable gifts. Nonprofit private schools fill a perceived need in communities and parents can
make a choice where their children attend. While they may not vocalize the reasons, parents
make a deliberate choice to pay tuition for their child to attend a nonprofit private school rather
than choose to attend a free, tax-supported, public school. Danielsen, Fairbanks and Zhan (2015)
note that parents vote with their feet when looking for a school that meets their preferences or
needs.
What is the demographic make-up of those who choose to attend a nonprofit private
school? Generally, it is assumed that only the wealthy attend nonprofit private schools. Stein
(2015) notes that the demographics show that 30 percent of students who attend nonpublic
schools live above the poverty line and 38 percent of these students have parents that have
earned graduate degrees attend non-public schools. However, a leading reason that parents
choose a nonprofit private school over a public school is neither based upon income nor parental
academic achievement. Parents become frustrated over the bureaucracy of the public school
system and leave if they have a viable opportunity. Additionally, Stein notes, as students leave,
the schools’ increased socioeconomic and racial/ethnic lines are expanded, creating a more
segregated public school, which in turn creates a more segregated private school. Vitor (2018)
notes that parents may quietly exercise their “voice” against their assigned public school,
walking away from what they feel are deteriorating public schools to a more viable option. These
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parents make a deliberate choice to leave public schools and enroll their child in a other schools
where they see practical options to the public school, including nonprofit private schools where
tuition must be paid (Dauter & Fuller, 2016; Pandey, Sjoquist & Walker, 2009).
Nonprofit private schools face fiscal challenges in their effort to be able to offer what
their counterpart, public schools, provide through tax dollars. While public schools are funded
with tax revenue, nonprofit private schools must raise all funds through what public schools
provide through tax dollars (Hall, 2015). A nonprofit private school has to replicate an
educational system very similar to the public school system’s programs. They are duplicating
school systems that come with long-term, on-going financial burdens (Williamson, 2011).
Lacking tax dollars, nonprofit private schools become another typical nonprofit, working
constantly to raise operational dollars on seemingly never-ending basis. The educational
challenges, in addition to fundraising challenges, can leave schools vulnerable when nonprofit
private school leadership is struggling to meet community expectations (Worth, 2012).
Nonprofit private schools, like every other nonprofit, are governed by a self-perpetuating
Board of Trustees (or Directors). Different from the administration, the trustees establish policy
and are responsible for the fiscal condition of the school. While the administration carries out the
policies of the board, the budget of the organization is typically presented by the administration
to the trustees for approval. The trustees’ responsibility is approving the budget and funding the
financial needs that are required for the budget. The board is responsible for the annual
enrollment and fundraising plan (Grobman, 2015; Worth, 2012; Ott, 2001). Nonprofit private
schools rely on dependable and adequate income streams that include enrollment, tuition,
auxiliary forms of income, along with charitable giving to meet the projected budget for the next
year.
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Nonprofit private schools and traditional nonprofits do not operate like for-profit
businesses in that they sell a product that is not tasted, smelled, or held (Young, 2011). Tuition,
which is paid by parents, makes up a sizable portion of the school’s cost, but the funding of the
remainder of the school’s expenses comes from the generosity of others. Charitable gifts usually
come from individuals who have no interaction or personal knowledge of the students. Donors
tend to believe in the school and its mission and make charitable gifts to the institution for
personal reasons that revolve around the school’s mission (C. Ramey, personal communication,
August 13, 2020).
In the United States, public schools are supported through tax dollars, and each state
constitution dictates how public schools are funded. In Tennessee, the state’s constitution
dictates that public schools are to be funded by county taxes with funding awarded by each
county’s governing body (Peevely & Dunbar, 2001). While both public schools and nonprofit
private schools educate students, their funding sources are strikingly different. Apart from
academics, nonprofit private schools take on the role of a traditional nonprofit in that they are
reliant on charitable gifts from donors and other fundraising efforts to meet budgetary needs
(Brimley, Verstegen & Garfield, 2012). A healthy balance of tuition is 70 – 80 percent of the
annual budget. Nonprofit private schools rely on endowments, donor gifts and fundraising events
to raise the balance that is needed each year. Some nonprofit private schools have
endowments/investments that provide a long-term income stream to meet budgetary needs.
While an endowment/investment is a highly stable investment, it can generate a reliable
income stream that the school can rely upon and budget annually (M. Benton, personal
communication, October 31, 2019). Well-managed nonprofit private schools with
endowments/investments have an investment policy that protects and governs how the funds are
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invested along with how much annual income is drawn from the investment to go towards the
annual support of the school. This document is the school’s spending policy (R. Caldwell,
personal communication, September 22, 2016). Through all of the combined income streams
(tuition, charitable giving, fundraising events and endowment/investments), a school’s budget is
finalized so that administration has a commitment to funding for the day-to-day work of the
school (Grobman, 2015; Worth, 2012; Ott, 2001). While the cost of tuition varies from school to
school, the tuition price-point is critically important to nonprofit private school’s success. The
cost of a school’s tuition becomes a delicate balance of making the tuition cost fit the typical
student’s family’s fiscal abilities to pay. Charging an unreasonably low cost for tuition in a
community that can afford higher tuition hurts the school’s overall budget and the services it
provides. Keeping tuition prices low for no other reason than to have a low cost institution may
place an undue burden on the faculty in that tuition is the largest income stream. Lower tuition
could mean that it is made up with more students per teacher or lower pay for the teachers. In
addition, a lower tuition rate that is less than the community can afford places an unreasonable
amount of pressure on those that must raise the charitable gifts. Charitable gifts should account
20 – 30 percent of the annual cost. A reasonable mix of tuition and charitable gifts (70 – 80
percent tuition and 20 to 30 percent charitable gifts) is the formula that makes a school more
sustainable. When this mix gets too heavy on either side, the school will likely become fiscally
vulnerable and unsustainable due to the fact that either tuition or charitable gifts are too heavily
weighted in the balance for that community (M. Benton, personal communication, October 31,
2019; Salamon, 2002).
Nonprofit private schools that have created effective and diverse income streams become
the most stable and sustainable nonprofit private schools. The educational experience can be
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more positive when funding is adequate to meet the budgeted educational needs of the students.
When the resources are inadequate, the educational experience is diminished and limited. It is
evident that when funding is reduced, portions of the needed educational experience are not
funded (Carroll & Slater, 2008; Hodge & Piccolo, 2011; Smith, 2008). In lean years or difficult
times, services may be reduced or cut back as resources become scarce at any school. The
difference is that the more sustainable schools are more capable of surviving a long-term
economic downturn (Weerwardena, McDonald & Mort, 2010; M. Benton, personal
communication, October 31, 2019).
In accessing the sustainability of nonprofit private schools, there are questions that must
be answered: 1) Is there is a balanced budget? 2) Does the school have a positive cash flow? 3) Is
there endowment/investment income? 4) What percentage of the budget do these indicators
reflect? (Kingma, 1993). Vulnerable nonprofit private schools, have many of the attributes of
sustainable schools, but they lack the critical long-term financial strength that allows them to
endure a season of financial distress. During an economic downturn, the school becomes even
more leveraged so that during a downward spiral, a vulnerable organization has a more difficult
time trying to avert disaster (Lee, 2017).
Using existing data that is available on nonprofit private schools via the IRS 990 reports,
the financial records can be accessed and fiscal trends can be established. As Kingma (1993) and
Zeitlow & Seidner (2012) note, three consecutive years of data establishes a trend, and that trend
will continue until something impacts the organization. If something impacts the school in a
positive manner, the school should see a positive change. If something impacts the school in a
negative manner, the change could be negative. The public data available on the nonprofit
private schools under study in the 20 rural counties of West Tennessee will allow this researcher
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to determine the fiscal pattern developed over three or more years, and through a multiple
regression analysis and cross tabulations, the fiscal condition of the schools can be determined
revealing the impact that endowments make on the sustainability of the nonprofit private school.
A cross tabulation of the data will determine the relationship, and any correlation, between the
multiple variables. It will depict the relationship of income to sustainability, positive cash flow to
sustainability and an endowment’s relationship to sustainability and note the level of impact that
endowments have made on nonprofit private schools.
Statement of the Problem
According to Zeitlow (2010) and Kingma (1993), nonprofit private schools need
multiple, viable income streams and an endowment/investment to be sustainable in today’s
economy. Without adequate income streams, the school will have difficulty being able to
operating in the black. Being unable to operate in the black prevents a school from having a
positive cash flow. The organization that is unable to have a positive cash-flow will not be able
to build up a rainy-day fund or establish an endowment or long-term investments. Without an
endowment/investment, a nonprofit lacks the financial holdings to endure a major economic
downturn (Sloan, Charles & Kim, 2016).
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Table 1 Projected Population / Elderly Changes
County

2020

2024

Change Percent 2020
Change

2024

Change Percent
Change

Benton
Carroll
Chester
Crockett
Decatur
Dyer
Gibson
Hardeman
Hardin
Haywood

15,887
27,742
17,851
14,481
11,742
37,833
50,179
24,965
25,615
17,331

15,719
27357
18,222
14,519
11,662
37,857
50,864
24,444
25,456
16,782(549)

(168)
(385)
371
38
(80)
24
685
(521)
(159)
(549)

-1.1%
-1.4%
2.1%
0.3%
-0.7%
0.1%
1.4%
-2.1%
-0.6%
-3.2%

3,927
6,114
3.361
2,862
2,972
7,022
9,648
4,675
6,170
3,443

4,111
6,433
3,703
3,086
3,164
7,498
10,316
4,869
6,609
3,734

184
319
342
224
192
476
668
194
439
291

4.7%
5.2%
10.2%
7.8%
6.5%
6.8%
6.9%
4.1%
7.1%
8.5%

Henderson
Henry
Lake
Lauderdale

28,336
32,538
7,639
26,783

28,767
32,616
7,701
26,711

431
78
62
(72)

1.5%
0.2%
0.8%
-0.3%

5,428
7,944
1,190
4,276

5,907
8,524
1,220
4,567

479
580
30
291

8.8%
7.3%
2.5%
6.8%

McNairy
Madison
Obion
Weakley
Total

26,118
98,801
30,110
33,052
527,003

26,249
99,827
29,558
32,639
526,950

131
1,026
(552)
(431)
(53)

0.5%
1.0%
-1.8%
-1.2%
0.0%

5,763
17,912
6,565
6,470
105,742

6,144
19,838
6,865
6,856
113,444

381
1,926
300
386
7,702

6.6%
10.8%
4.6%
6.0%
7.3%

Source: TN Department of Health: Tennessee Population Projections, 2010 – 2030.
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Nonprofit private schools in rural West Tennessee can be at an economic disadvantage if
the school is located in a distressed county with an economy that has limited opportunities for
growth. The racial mix, the distance from urban areas that have passenger air services, and the
poverty levels leave communities impoverished, aging and declining populations (population
projections chart above), are lacking the elements of prosperous economies (Aldrich & Kusmin,
1997; Stein, 2015; Simms & Talbert, 2019; Greenberg, 2016).
There are conflicting views of “rural”. Often, when the term “rural” is used, one thinks of
farmland, community schools, and Norman Rockwell settings that have strong middle class
values, which are perceived by many as being superior. In addition, many believe that rural areas
offer low taxation and lower land prices (Roehrich-Patrick, Moreo & Gibson, 2016). Eisenburg
(2016) calls the discrepancy “The Agrarian Myth.” There is an opposing view of rural
communities. Some consider rural populations to be uneducated, “hillbilly,” culturally bankrupt,
and economically poor, having with little social value. While many images of rural areas seem
ideal, often times the opposite is the reality. While there are conflicts as to the definition of
“rural,” the purpose of this study is to examine West Tennessee counties with populations under
100,000, and communities 50 miles or more from a passenger-serving airport in an urban city,
TennCare enrollment (Tennessee’s Medicaid program) and poverty levels and disabled
percentages by county (Ward, 2003; Becnel & Moeller, 2015; Aldrich & Kusmin, 1997;
Greenburg, 2016; 2018 U. S. Census Quick Facts). This study will examine income levels of
residents in the counties under study to determine if they are economically deprived areas.
While there are conflicting views of “rural,” the U. S. Census has 48 thresholds that
determine the level of poverty. Regions are determined to be disadvantaged when they show a
10-point difference in earning growth over 10 years in more rural areas (Aldrich & Kusmin,
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1997; Biddle & Azano, 2016; Ward, 2003). Eisenberg (2016) notes that rural areas have to
overcome the lack of economic/financial resources that are typically available to urban areas.
Population factors show that higher African-American and Hispanic populations lower the
economic growth rates and restrict industrial growth. Rural West Tennessee data indicates that
African-American and Hispanic demographics are varied, but one county shows more than 68
percent of the population being minority. Aldrich & Kusmin (1997) and Greenburg (2016)
studies show that counties outside of 50 miles of an urban airport saw a reduced earnings growth.
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Table 2 Poverty, Unemployment and TennCare
Rural W
Population Unemployment Poverty Poverty
TennCare TennCare
TN
Percentages
Number Percentage Rates
Average
Counties
Benton
15,964
5.6 %
3,566
22 %
4,003
25%
Carroll
27,218
6%
5,400
20 %
7,306
27%
Chester
15,948
4.2%
2,902
18%
3,758
24%
Crockett
14,251
3.9%
2,522
18%
3,688
26%
Decatur
11,453
5.4%
2,584
23%
2,879
25%
Dyer
36,880
5.8%
6,674
18%
10,317
28%
Fayette
38,824
4.1%
5,602
14%
6,731
17%
Gibson
48,047
4.9%
8,231
17%
12,681
26%
Henderson 27,520
4.8%
5,365
18%
7,061
26%
Hardin
25,342
5.2%
5,449
22%
6,743
27%
Haywood
17,692
5.6%
3,377
19%
5,861
33%
Henderson 27,520
4.8%
5,365
19%
7,061
26%
Henry
31,758
4.5%
6,254
20%
3,170
10%
Lake
4,784
6.4%
1,431
30%
864
18%
Lauderdale 23,576
6.2%
6,451
23%
10,520
25%
McNairy
25,528
5.8%
5,820
23%
6,898
27%
Madison
94,286
4.2%
19,100
20%
24,582
26%
Obion
30,189
5.4%
6,937
23%
7,762
26%
Tipton
60,625
4.6%
8,839
15%
5,146
8%
Weakley
31,080
4.9%
6,383
21%
3004
10%
Average/
603,101
5.1%
116,251 19.3%
138,972
23%
Totals
Source: U.S. Department of Health & Human Services, Office of the Assistant Secretary for
Planning and Evaluation. U. S. Federal Poverty Levels Used to determine financial eligibility for
Federal Programs, 1/8/2020; 2019 State of Tennessee Department of TennCare.
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With seven counties having higher than 20 percent African-American/Hispanic
populations and another county approaching that percentage, rural West Tennessee shows less
propensity for industrial growth (new jobs) or earnings growth. Knowing this data raises
concerns regarding the ability of rural West Tennessee communities to be able to raise
sustainable support for student enrollment and contributions for its nonprofit private schools.
In the rural 20 West Tennessee counties under study, a different image is presented from
idealistic image of the typical picture of quaint, rural life. In these rural counties the average rate
of unwed mothers of all counties is 48.3 percent with Lake County having a rate that exceeds 76
percent. There are seven counties (Crocket, Dyer, Henry, Lake, Lauderdale, Madison and Obion)
that exceed 50 percent of mothers being unwed. According to the State of Tennessee Department
of Health, the average rate of unwed pregnancies 10 per 1,000 births. The region under study is
much higher. The data of West Tennessee counties present a very different image from the
idealistic rural picture. The actual picture includes unwed mothers, impoverished families, higher
disabled population, and local economies that are less than thriving.
Rural public schools make up two-thirds of the United States public schools with more
than 2,000 school districts being small and poor. Another 500 rural public schools are large and
poor (Thompson, 1990). There can be a perceived need for private nonprofit schools in poor,
rural regions. A nonprofit private school in a poor, rural region can skim off the best students and
have an impact on the performance measures of public schools but it does not always impact
public school quality (Andersen & Serritzlew, 2007).
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Table 3 Population, Unemployment, Poverty, and Urban Airport
Rural W. TN
Population
Unemployment
Poverty Number Urban Airport
Counties
Percentages
Distance
Benton
16,184
2.5%
2.8%
87.1 miles
Carroll
28,020
10.2%
2.8%
145.1 miles
Chester
17,276
9.5%
2.8%
88.8 miles
Crockett
14,328
14.3%
10.8%
81.2 miles
Decatur
11,706
3.0%
3.3%
131.1 miles
Dyer
37.320
14.3%
3.6%
87.6 miles
Gibson
49,045
18.1%
2.8%
99.6 miles
Hardeman
25,220
42.2%
1.4%
74.1 miles
Hardin
25,776
3.3%
1.5%
121.1 miles
Haywood
17,335
50.7%
1.5%
63.9 miles
Henderson
27,847
7.8%
2.1%
111.5 miles
Henry
23,358
7.6%
1.8%
145.2 miles
Lake
7,411
68.6%
1.6%
133.3 miles
Lauderdale
25,825
34.8%
1.6%
65.8 miles
McNairy
25,832
6.1%
1.7%
98.0 miles
Madison
97,605
37.8%
1.7%
87.1 miles
Obion
30,267
10.8%
1.6%
133.0 miles
Weakley
33,415
7.7%
1.6%
133.4 miles
Source: 2018 Census; 2017 State of Tennessee Workforce Development; Google Maps
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Apart from the economic conditions of the region, it is important to gain insight and
understanding about the fiscal condition of nonprofit private schools in the 20-county rural area
of West Tennessee. This researcher will look to public data to find the three metrics and examine
the level of sustainability of the nonprofit private schools under study. This study will look at: 1)
balancing the budget (Kingma, 1993; Sloan, Charles & Kim, 2016) 2) having positive cash flow
(Sloan, Charles & Kim, 2016) 3) having endowment/investment income (Fischer, Wilsker &
Young, 2011; Coladarci, 2007). There has been little research to determine the level of
sustainability of the nonprofit private schools in the 20 rural counties of West Tennessee. This
study would allow the researcher to examine the impact that an endowment plays in the
sustainability of those schools.
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Table 4 Live Births, Unmarried, Disabled Percentage
Rural Counties

Live Births

Unmarried
Unmarried
Disabled
Number
Percentage
Percentage
Benton
164
46
39.7%
20.1 %
Carroll
275
129
46.9 %
16.8 %
Chester
182
68
27.4 %
9.3 %
Crockett
161
81
53.6 %
14.1 %
Decatur
112
46
41.1 %
12.9 %
Dyer
447
252
56.4 %
15.2 %
Fayette
393
171
43.5 %
10.5 %
Gibson
574
277
48.3 %
13.8 %
Hardin
242
99
40.9 %
12.6 %
Henderson
309
144
46.6 %
14.4 %
Henry
304
153
50.3 %
16.2 %
Lake
63
48
76.2 %
20.0 %
Lauderdale
282
172
61.0 %
17.4 %
McNairy
269
110
40.9 %
12.9 %
Madison
1,196
658
55.0 %
10.8 %
Obion
345
176
51.0 %
15.9 %
Tipton
656
289
44.1 %
11.7 %
Weakley
315
120
38.1 %
13.5 %
Source: 2018 State of Tennessee Department of Health; 2017 U. S. Census Quick Facts
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Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to use public data on nonprofit private schools in the 20 rural
counties of West Tennessee and to look at the schools’ financial patterns. This researcher will
assess the fiscal condition of the schools and determine the level of the impact that endowments
make on the sustainability of the nonprofit private school in the area under study (Kingma,
1993). The area under study examines nonprofit private schools that operate in a region where up
to one-fifth of the population is living in poverty.
High levels of poverty have the potential of limiting available charitable giving and
reducing the pool of students that can afford private school tuition. In rural areas, nonprofit
private school board members are generally less experienced than in school management or
fundraising (V. Lake, personal communication, December 18, 2019). Again, with these limited
financial and human resources, nonprofit private schools struggle to sustain themselves. Limited
resources create management, governance and fiscal issues (Bowmen, 2011; Stecker, 2014).
Small operating margins, liquidity, and limited charitable gifts create vulnerable organizations.
Sustainable schools can withstand management and fiscal issues due to years of success.
Struggling or vulnerable schools lack the ability to insulate themselves from the financial or
management shocks. When a vulnerable organization encounters reoccurring financial stress, it
is more likely to close and disappear (Bowman, 2011; Carroll & Stater, 2008).
Research Question
Knowing that nonprofit private schools in rural West Tennessee must comply with the
three metrics of sustainable nonprofits as defined by Kingma (1993) and Walton (2010), to what
extent does an endowment/investment impact the sustainability of a nonprofit private school in
rural West Tennessee?
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Theoretical Framework
This researcher has reviewed a number of theories that impact an organization’s
vulnerability and sustainability. Resource Dependence Theory (RDT) is perceived to be the most
important to the success of a nonprofit private school. An integration of the RDT serves as a
connecting link of board effectiveness and financial vulnerability. RDT looks at how external
resources impact the behavior of a nonprofit private school (Tuckman & Chang, 1991). Hodge
and Piccolo (2011) note that private dollars do play a major part in effective nonprofit private
schools and organizations. With limited resources, the nonprofit private school is subject to its
current environment rather than the board making autonomous financial decisions. There is a
loss of control of the organization and independence. (Carroll & Slater, 2008; Chang &
Tuckman, 1994A; Lu, 2016).
When a lack or loss of resources creates concern at the board level, RDT shows the
power that the environment has over the wellness of the school (Lu, 2016). More than adequate
resources are needed to effectively execute the mission of the school. Resource development
improves organizational performance while the lack of resources creates an organization in chaos
(Young, 2011). RDT indicates that there is a connection between board effectiveness, financial
vulnerability and primary funding sources. With vulnerable schools, the leading indicator of
school performance is the fiscal bottom line of the school (Hodge & Piccolo, 2011). The
components of financial vulnerability are 1) equity balance 2) revenue mix 3) administrative cost
and operating model, all dealing with the fiscal health of the nonprofit private school (Tuckman
& Chang, 1991). Pfeffer and Salancik (2003) stress that organizations construct systems by
which the external environments are controlled. To control the exterior environment of a school
during an economic downturn, the board is capable of building up the cash reserves in order that
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it would be able to endure times that might destroy other schools. Similarly, the board is capable
of dealing with external environments that may threaten the school. One of the schools best
assets can be developing a strong public image. During challenging times, the image of the
school is strong and trusted, the organization is enabled to continue fundraising and maintaining
relationships even when challenged externally (Callen, Klein & Tinkelman, 2009).
Methodology
Information on nonprofit private schools’ three metrics is available through the schools’
IRS 990s. Those include: 1) balanced budget 2) positive cash flow 3) endowment/investment
income (Kingma, 1993). When tracked over a three-year period, Zietlow & Seidner (2012)
research data shows that an operational trend is established and by looking at data, an outcome
can be predicted. The very fact that a nonprofit private school has an endowment shows the level
to which the nonprofit private schools in rural West Tennessee is sustainable. Without a balanced
budget and a positive cash flow, an endowment is highly unlikely. Without having the first two,
it highly negates the likelihood of having an endowments. Without an endowment, the long-term
sustainability is in doubt.
Assumptions
This study assesses the sustainability of nonprofit private schools in a region where there
has lacked adequate research. It is assumed that these schools exhibit typical behaviors of
nonprofit private schools in that the students pay tuition up to meet 70 - 80 percent of the annual
budget of the school and that through charitable gifts the balance of the funds will be raised. It is
assumed that most nonprofit private school administrators and board members have limited or no
fundraising experience because of limited human resources. It is assumed that trustees lack of
knowledge and understanding of the principles of fundraising which creates a greater concern
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regarding the sustainability of the nonprofits (Heimovics, Herman, & Coughlin, 1993). It is
assumed that nonprofit organizations rely on multiple income streams to fund their educational
services (Kingma, 1993). It is also assumed that if a newly hired nonprofit CEO is not aware of
the principles of fundraising in creating income streams, there is a greater learning curve for the
administrator in the effort for the school to become sustainable. Just as those inexperienced
CEOs can create sustainability issues, equally so can the lack of experience of the school’s
trustees. Trusteeship is more likely to create positive fiscal results when those trustees possess
both educational and fundraising abilities (Norris, 2018). If those that are given the charge of
overseeing and projecting the direction of the school do not have the knowledge or experience in
fundraising, the hiring of a CEO with fundraising experience becomes critically important. The
trustees can become vulnerable to a winsome personality during the hiring process, thinking that
personality will impact the donors. Board members may believe that personality can create a
sustainable organization. While the CEO’s personality is a plus, it does not automatically
translate into funding. The CEO must have fundraising knowledge (Keating, Fischer, Gordon,
Greenlee, 2005; Norris, 2018).
Limitations of the Study
This study is limited to the nonprofit private schools that are located in the 20 rural
counties in West Tennessee that have obtained 501(c)(3) status and have reported three years of
financial data to the IRS via the annual 990 form. These counties include: Benton, Carroll,
Chester, Crockett, Decatur, Dyer, Fayette, Gibson, Henderson, Hardin, Haywood, Henderson,
Henry, Lake, Lauderdale, Madison, McNairy, Obion, Tipton, and Weakley counties. The
information, as secondary data, is available to the general public on sites such as GuideStar and
Charity Navigator.
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The 12 nonprofit private schools in this study are not all equal in budget, enrollment,
donor base, charitable giving, or endowment size. There is a leveling effect in that the charitable
giving for a larger school or a smaller school should remain 20 – 30 percent of the school’s
annual budget. Larger schools are expected to have to raise more funds each year with the
expected amount remaining at the same budget percentage as smaller schools. Dollar amounts
will differ but the percent should remain in the 20 – 30 percent range of the budget.
Significance of the Study
Data shows that West Tennessee has 20 rural counties that are experiencing extremely
high levels of poverty and extremely low levels of unemployment (K. Spurgeon, personal
communication, January 21, 2019; U.S Census, 2017; State of Tennessee, TennCare, 2019).
While enjoying such high levels of employment in each of these counties, Census and TennCare
data shows that poverty rates are extremely high in the 20 rural counties of West Tennessee. For
most governmental grant programs, data from the Census is viewed as acceptable and accurate
(V. Lake, personal communication, December 18, 2019). According to the U. S. Department of
Health & Human Services, (2019) the annual income for those at poverty level for a single
individual is an annual income is at or below $12,760. Residents living at or below the poverty
level in the 20 rural counties exceed 19 percent, indicating that one in five residents live in
poverty. The population of the 20 rural West Tennessee counties is 603,101. Of that number,
116,251 of these residents live in poverty (U. S. Census, 2017). In those 20 counties there are
138,972 individuals (23 percent of the 20 counties) are on TennCare. TennCare is a program
developed by the State of Tennessee to help those living at or below poverty. Looking at both
federal and state programs, poverty rates average at one-fifth of the population of the 20 rural
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counties. Employment levels for the 20 rural counties enjoy an average 94.9 percent with only
5.1 percent being unemployed.
While employment levels are high, the state-wide average of unemployment was 3.3
percent in January 2019 (State of Tennessee Workforce Development, 2019). With such a high
rate of poverty and such a low rate of unemployment, it seems to indicate that life for many in
rural West Tennesseans is difficult, financially.
Rural areas like West Tennessee lack many high paying jobs that are seen in other parts
of the state. Rural blight has become a dilemma. Local economies and the rural geographic
location prevent stronger economies. The United States is highly rural in that 72 percent of the
land is rural with 20 percent of Americans living in rural areas (Eisenberg, 2016). One student
out of every five lives in rural areas while one in three schools in America is located in a rural
area. Less research has been done on rural education than any other branches of educational
research (Coladarci, 2007; Becnel & Moeller, 2015). While low taxes and lower land prices are
positive aspects of rural economies, the lack of access to major highway systems, airports, and
other amenities, along with lower educational levels, limits the number of job-producing
corporations prevent their industries from locating into many rural areas (Aldrich & Kusmin,
1997; Greenburg, 2016). Lending companies have found credit scores and lower incomes reduce
the qualifications for mortgages in rural areas (Critchfield, Dey, Mota & Pattrabansh, 2019;
Desmond, 2015). Rural areas have many appealing aspects, but they also lack amenities and
opportunities that bring higher paying jobs. With this background, nonprofit private schools have
survived in West Tennessee, yet little research has examined their fiscal condition and the impact
that endowments have on those schools.
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Table 5 County Unemployment
County
Benton
Carroll
Chester
Crockett
Decatur
Dyer
Fayette
Gibson
Henderson
Hardin
Haywood
Henderson
Henry
Lake
Lauderdale
Madison
McNairy
Obion
Tipton
Weakley

Unemployment
Rates
5.6
6
4.2
3.9
5.4
5.8
4.1
4.9
4.8
5.2
5.6
4.8
4.5
6.4
6.2
4.2
5.8
5.4
4.6
4.9

(Source: State of Tennessee, (2019). Workforce Development. U. S. Federal Poverty Levels
Used to determine financial eligibility for Federal Programs, 1/8/2020).
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Within the 20 counties of rural West Tennessee there are 41 nonprofit private schools
(State of Tennessee, 2020). The schools are in communities of varying size with a diverse range
in enrollments. Every nonprofit private school operates with funding from enrollment income
(tuition) and charitable gifts, and the research will show the impact of endowment/investment
income on West Tennessee nonprofit private schools. A challenge within rural West Tennessee
is finding enough students who have families that can pay tuition at a private school as well as
finding donors that can contribute enough to make the school sustainable (Zietlow, 2010). With
poverty levels surpassing one-fifth of the population in each of the counties, nonprofit private
schools are disadvantaged by being in the area. Resources may be lacking for the schools and
poverty levels indicate that jobs in this region is limited. Recruiting students who can afford to
pay tuition and finding donors to contribute are major challenges for nonprofit private schools in
rural West Tennessee (Zietlow, 2010).
Definition of Terms
Annual Spend – The income produced from an endowment to be used towards meeting
the annual budgetary needs of the organization. The annual spend can be the difference of the
endowment growth and amount determined by the investment policy that can be used to meet
budgetary obligations. The balance from the endowment income is rolled back into the principal
(Leaman, 2016; Regnier & Goodman, 2017).
Endowments/Investments - A pool of funds or real property of an organization that
produces an income stream that can be used to fund the organization or specific areas of service
of the organization on a long-term basis that is budget-able and possibly perpetual (Calabrese &
Ely, 2017).
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Nonprofit – A 501(c)(3) charitable corporation governed by trustees (directors) that are
not allowed to distribute the positive cash flow to the trustees but rather redistribute it back into
the services that the organization provides in the community it serves. Nonprofits are approved
by the IRS and donors are allowed tax benefits (Salamon, 2002).
Nonprofit Private School – For purposes of this study, nonprofit private schools are
tuition-based 501(c)(3) organizations that also rely on charitable giving and other fundraising
efforts to meet the annual needs of the school that are not covered by tuition (Ott & Dicke,
2012).
Sustainability – The ability of an organization to operate long-term in that it successfully
exhibits the three components over three or more consecutive years: 1) meeting of the annual
budget, 2) Positive cash flow equal to ¼ the annual budget, 3) An endowment that is equal to ¼
the annual budget (Kingma, 1993; Walton, 2010).
Trustee - A term that can be used to describe the “ownership” of a nonprofit
organization. Trustees can also be called “board members.” Nonprofit trustees are responsible
fiscally and legally for the organization (Hines, Horwitz, and Nichols, 2010; Ott, 2001; Ott &
Dicke, 2012; Salamon, 2002; Grobman, 2015).
Vulnerable – A term used for nonprofits that do not meet one or more of the three
components exhibited by sustainable nonprofit private schools (Kingma, 1993; Walton, 2010).
Summary
While experiencing high levels of employment, rural West Tennessee also reflects a high
number of residents living in poverty (19%) and a high number of residents that receive
TennCare (26%) (V. Lake, personal communication, December 18, 2019). With nonprofit
private schools dotting the countryside of these rural counties, there are sustainability concerns
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that need to be reviewed to present a more accurate picture of West Tennessee’s nonprofit
private schools, showing the impact of endowments on those nonprofit private schools and their
ability to be sustainable.
This chapter has presented the background for this study, a statement of the problem,
purpose of the study, research question, theoretical framework, methodology, assumptions,
limitations of this study, along with the definition of terms of this research. Over the next four
chapters a review of the literature relevant to the sustainability of nonprofit private schools, their
vulnerability, and the importance of endowments is presented. The quantitative method along
with the sample group, data, and the statistical analysis are reviewed. Finally, the findings,
conclusion and recommendations for further study are presented.
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Chapter Two
Methods
The Columbia Military Academy campus in Columbia, Tennessee, has had a rich history
dating back to 1891 when it made the transformation from a military arsenal to a nonprofit
private military school in 1904. This once highly-successful military secondary school began to
struggle financially during the unrest that brought an end to the Vietnam War. Highly dependent
solely on tuition, when enrollment dropped, the administration began to look to alumni for
charitable support. The school that was once viewed as a premier military school had never
relied on alumni giving now found itself without much willingness to give financial support
when the leadership finally reached out to alumni in a desperate move for funding. With no
endowment, and lacking alumni support, the school that had relied on tuition for decades saw the
enrollment plummet as the school moved deeply into debt. The once-respected institution found
that the Vietnam War had reduced the popularity of military schools which resulted in fewer
families choosing to send their children to private military schools. In an effort to adapt, the
trustees of CMA began to shift the mission of the school so that the traditionally all-male student
body opened their enrollment to women. Beginning with changing the make-up of the student
populations, the trustees chose money over mission and is a prime example of Resource
Dependency Theory (RDT) (Lu, 2016).
Resource Dependency Theory
When a school begins to change its mission to follow funding, the school becomes
dependent on external resources and loses its independence. Well-functioning trustees are
viewed successful if they ensure the school’s ability to raise adequate funds beyond tuition (Lu,
2016). In addition to raising funds, the board is responsible for developing personal and
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professional relationships that impact external constituencies in a beneficial way, protecting the
image of the school when challenges come (Heimovics, Herman & Coughlin, 1993; Callen,
Klein & Tinkelman, 2009). RDT requires the board to evaluate operational efficiencies and
secure the long-term viability. The board must be proactive and strategic in planning so that there
is a viable future for the school (Bies & Blackwood, 2007).
Healthy nonprofit private schools rely on multiple income streams, rather than on limited
resources, while understanding that endowments provide the most stable income stream. A heavy
concentration on a key donor could put the school at risk if the donor walks away, dies, or loses
interest. Depending too heavily on a limited number of income streams can cause school
leadership to look at changing the mission to follow available funding when the school becomes
fiscally challenged (Hodge & Piccolo, 2011; Young, 2011). Fluctuations in revenue are not
unusual in that economies change, donors lose interest, and public image may be impacted by
staff or board actions or changes. Despite these changes an effective board provides leadership
and resources for the school so that it can do more than simply survive (Callen, Klein &
Tinkelman, 2009; Tuckman & Chang, 1991).
Resources for nonprofit private schools are critical to the organization’s success or
survival. Every nonprofit private school has a growing need to expand the donor base because
every community has limited donors and resources to fund an ever-increasing community
nonprofits. While the nonprofit school provides needed community services, they still require
charitable dollars to exist and survive (Fischer, Wilsker & Young, 2011).
Currently in the United States there are more than 1.56 million nonprofit organizations,
and of that number, there are 34,576 private nonprofit schools in America with an enrollment of
5.7 million for PK – 12 students (NCCS, 2019; NCES, 2019A). Private nonprofit schools make
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up 25 percent of all schools in the U.S and ten percent of the nation’s PK – 12 student
enrollment. The average tuition cost of nonprofit private schools varies up to more than
$22,000.00 per year, depending on the type of nonprofit private school and location (NCES,
2019B). An October 2015 US Census study notes that only 11 percent of parents that make
$75,000 or more a year enroll their children in nonprofit private schools, while 89 percent enroll
in public schools, suggesting that the majority of nonprofit private schools are not students from
high income families. The significance of these numbers seems to indicate that these schools
serve the average middle class families and those that live on average incomes. With data
showing that the majority of students of nonprofit private schools are not from wealthy families,
the schools must keep tuition affordable, relying on charitable gifts to make up the difference.
While there has been remarkable growth in the nonprofit sector, there has only been
sluggish growth in charitable giving. The growth of the number of nonprofits has greatly
surpassed the growth in giving to those nonprofits. Giving to organizations in the nonprofit
sector has grown at a rate of two to four percent, annually (Weerawardena, McDonald & Mort,
2010; Kim, Perreault & Foster, 2011). During the last six recessionary periods, giving to the
nonprofit sector dropped to less than one percent growth while giving to educational institutions
increased. Giving to schools was higher than giving to the traditional nonprofits. Even with a
higher level of giving, nonprofit private schools continue to struggle to meet the fiscal
requirements of operating day-to-day (Grunewald, 2004; Charity Navigator, 2018).
Sustainable nonprofit private schools contain all of the attributes of successful nonprofits,
while vulnerable nonprofit private schools have many of the attributes of sustainable schools but
lack critical long-term financial strength to endure a season of financial distress. Sustainable
nonprofit private schools are positioned to weather economic downturns. Like all nonprofits,
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they become fiscally challenged. If a downward spiral begins, they are prepared and take fiscal
actions in reaction to economic downturns. A vulnerable school, however, has a more difficult
time trying to avert disaster during an economic downturn (Lee, 2017). Sustainable schools have
a financial model that is fiscally strong with a leadership that understands the level of tuition and
charitable giving that must be achieved. Sustainable schools have an endowment or an
investment. Charitable gifts provide immediate cash while endowments provide the most
balanced income stream that can be built into the budget and stabilize the organization during
difficult times and financial distress (Kaufman & Woglom, 2008). Vulnerable nonprofit private
schools, however, have not achieved a healthy level of tuition and/or charitable giving.
Vulnerable schools, generally, have little or no investments or endowments. Experiencing one
significant economic downturn can reduce one or more of the schools income streams and can
put the vulnerable school in fiscal jeopardy (Lee, 2017; Smith, 2008).
Zeitlow (2010) has noted that some nonprofit private schools may be operating quietly in
their struggle, not knowing their true fiscal condition. They can be unaware of the liquidityrelated concerns that are challenging their existence (Di Mento, Gose & Panepento, 2008).
Boards may be delayed in receiving financial data which may result in the trustees being the last
to learn of pending fiscal disaster. Trustees of a vulnerable school may allow the school to
operate at full speed, having limited knowledge of the actual level fiscal trouble. Once realized,
the board has the typical reaction and authorizes extreme measures in an effort to postpone
financial disaster. Their extreme reaction may shock constituents and create fear or doubt
regarding the schools ability to recover (Kingma, 1993; Hodge & Piccolo, 2011).
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Statement of the Problem
The explosive growth of the number of nonprofits in the nonprofit sector in the United
States, combined with the stagnant growth in charitable giving, has created a sustainability issue
for nonprofits and nonprofit private schools (Grunewald, 2004). Hodge & Piccolo (2011) have
noted that the ongoing fiscal challenges can negatively impact the sustainability of the nonprofit
private school in a devastating way. Lake (V. Lake, personal communication, December 18,
2019) has questioned the sustainability of nonprofit private schools in rural West Tennessee. In
this area, where employment levels are extremely high and poverty levels make up one fifth of
the county’s population, the demographics has created an environment that has a limited pool of
families that can pay tuition as well as have supporters that can make charitable gifts. Having all
of the sustainability factors (a balanced budget, a positive cash flow, and a sustainable, long-term
income streams that includes endowments/investments) create more fiscally stable organizations.
Possessing these basic standards would turn around vulnerable schools. When one of the factors
is found lacking, however, the vulnerable organization becomes even more vulnerable. (Lee,
2017; Fischer, Wilsker & Young 2011; Rottkamp & Bahazhevska, 2016).
Fundraising is a function that is unique to nonprofit corporations. Understanding
fundraising and the importance of fundraising is highly critical to the organization’s long-term
success. A nonprofit private school’s sustainability is a constant concern to a schools leadership
in that it must recreate adequate enrollment, charitable giving, effective endowment
management, every year (Hodge & Piccolo, 2011; Mead, 2008). While nonprofit private schools
are among the nation’s growing number of nonprofits, they must continue to build its case for
existence and show the need for an alternative to the public school system every year
(Weerawardena, McDonald & Mort, 2010). Every year a new class of students must be recruited
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to attend, and donors must understand the importance of their on-going charitable gifts to keep
the school fiscally strong. A delicate balance exists within nonprofit private schools because they
must continue to recruit enough students to keep tuition affordable as well as to raise a
reasonable amount of dollars to meet operational costs that go beyond what tuition can fund (Ott,
2001).
The Columbia Military Academy experience is not unique. Nonprofits and nonprofit
private schools are products of Resource Dependency Theory. Faltering nonprofit private schools
must be deliberate in their efforts to meet fiscal demands of nonprofit private educational
institutions. When efforts fail, they follow a similar path, they must work to merge with another
organization, change their mission to find more funding sources, or just simply disappear
(Keating, Fischer, Gordon, Greelee, 2005; Kotler, 1979; Kingma, 1993: Lee, 2017).
The purpose of this study is to look at available public data on nonprofit private schools
and examine the school’s previous three-year financial record to predict the level of success or
vulnerability of the school. Through this examination of the fiscal conditions of the nonprofit
private schools in the 20 counties of rural West Tennessee, this researcher will be able to
determine the impact that an endowment/investment has on the nonprofit private schools in the
region. An examination of the literature will provide a rationale for this research topic (Kingma,
1993; Zietlow, 2010).
Funding Sources
Nonprofit private schools have grown to include more than 27,400 private nonprofit
elementary and secondary schools in the United States. Nonprofit private schools that have
obtained a 501(c)(3) designation are defined as tax exempt organizations and serve one or more
various charitable purposes where all contributions are tax deductible to the donor. Different
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from for-profits, nonprofit organizations are allowed to have a positive cash flow, but the net
earnings may not benefit of any individual or a trustee. For profit corporations take the positive
cash flow and distribute the funds to the trustees (i.e. stock holders) (IRS, 2014). While
individual donors may not be making the largest gifts in size, more than 68 percent of all
charitable giving comes in the form of personal gifts from individuals (NCES, 2019A). The
challenge is that with the phenomenal growth of nonprofit private schools, the relative low rate
of growth of charitable giving, those numbers will also impact the nonprofit private schools in
the 20 rural counties of West Tennessee.
Tuition
The largest funding source for nonprofit private schools is tuition. The cost of tuition is
placed at an arbitrary level that is believed to be a level that those in the community can afford.
School leadership tries to avoid a tipping point that will prevent families from enrolling or cause
families to withdraw their children. Finding the sweet spot for the school tuition can be a
challenge. Pricing tuition too low creates a greater burden on charitable giving and endowment
income to make up the balance that the school needs to operate annually (M. Benton, personal
communication, October 31, 2019; Salamon, 2002).
An effective CEO and an involved trustee form of governance have a direct link to the
economic stability and overall health of the nonprofit private school (Hodge & Piccolo, 2011).
Limited resources create an increasing re-examination of the purpose and mission of the school,
and a lack of adequate funding creates a vulnerable school, thus threatening the long-term
sustainability of the school (Easton, 2012; Stecker, 2014; Lee, 2017; Heutel & Zechauser, 2014;
Calabrese, 2013). Research has shown that during economic downturns, funding sources may
decline thus presenting greater financial challenges for the schools. A school can be highly
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vulnerable if it relies too heavily on limited, stagnant income streams. Economic downturns such
as a recession or depression may take a vulnerable school beyond their point of recovery (Besel,
Williams and Klak, 2011).
Sustainable nonprofit private schools have budgets that present a positive cash flow,
allowing the trustees to be able to manage expenses for the fiscal year with adequate income at
the end of the fiscal year to and begin to project for the next year. It is generally understood that
family budgets are based on the family’s income, and having multiple incomes in the family’s
budget creates a higher overall income that enables a family prepare for a possible crisis or
unknown future needs (Smith, 2008). Generally, it is understood when families place money into
some type of savings vehicle, they do so with a long-term view that makes it easier for the family
to invest for future dreams, a possible crisis, debt retirement and retirement plans. Similar to
these examples of family financial planning, nonprofit private schools that have multiple income
streams can create excess cash; and when combined with controlled spending and a long-term
endowment/investment, the result is a sustainable nonprofit private school (Walton, 2010;
Kingma, 1993). However, when schools lack some of these attributes of sustainability, the traits
of a vulnerable school will emerge. Vulnerable schools will suffer greatly during a moderate to
severe economic downturn. Schools with limited income streams may find themselves with few
options when one of those income streams come to an end. Donors can be fickle, grants can end,
economies can sour and mismanagement can destroy cash on hand. Any of these can impact a
sustainable school, but they may close a vulnerable school (Leaman, 2016). Lacking an
endowment/investment portfolio, the long-term vision of the trustees becomes very limited and
becomes only the length of a year or semester instead of the perpetual, 100-year time horizon
that sustainable organizations possess. Non-endowed schools lack long-term stability (Horton,
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2013; Di Mento, 2007). Schools that live for each semester or school term, lack the fiscal
preparedness that is needed to be prepared in the event of negative fluctuations in the economy
or a change in a major donor’s feelings. As with individuals or families, when there are no
savings, supplemental assets, or investments, there is no room for unexpected major expenses or
a major financial crisis (Jarvis, 2015).
Charitable Giving
At a minimum, nonprofit private school leadership is responsible for maintaining the
mission of the school by providing adequate financial resources for the operation of the school
during the current fiscal year. Adequate financial resources remain the most essential ingredient
for a sustainable school (Leaman, 2016). Sustainable nonprofit private schools rely on multiple
income streams, of which charitable giving is a key component, to make up budgetary
differences beyond tuition (Walton, 2010). The Annual Fund becomes the annual campaign to
raise charitable dollars to meet the current budgetary needs that are not supplied by tuition. The
funding comes from many donors and broadens the grassroots support of the school. This
diversity of donors is healthy and providing the school with more autonomy and independence so
that the school can focus on annual operations, endowment growth, and capital development.
(Seo, 2011; Leaman, 2016). Many nonprofit private schools operate on meager funding. A focus
on the importance of effective fundraising can enhance mission driven schools when a priority
placed on funding options. The annual fund, combined with other revenue sources, can fulfill
more than the annual needs of the organization, allowing for a positive cash flow and growing
endowments/investments (Leaman, 2016).
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Endowments/Investments
The best fiscal security depends on revenue diversity that includes endowments.
Endowments enhance that fiscal security beyond tuition and the Annual Fund. Endowments
provide a never-ending flow of revenue that is restricted to the organization and its mission. An
organization’s portfolio that is equal to or greater than a five percent of the year’s total expenses
is considered “presumptively endowed,” yet only 13 percent of nonprofit organizations meet the
presumptively endowed status (Di Mento, Gose & Panepento, 2008). Once that level is reached,
the nonprofit will have a perpetual income stream that will fund five percent of the
organization’s budget, through the “annual spend” of the endowment. With the additional growth
of the endowment rolling back into the principal, the organization can remained endowed, even
allowing for inflation (Leaman, 2016; Regnier & Goodman, 2017).
Endowments are simply income producing investments. The income comes from
strategically placed investments that provide more income for the endowment fund than it
spends. Regardless of the size of the school, the endowment should purposefully fund a
percentage of the school’s annual budget. For a larger school, a larger endowment is required to
fund five percent of the budget. There would be a smaller endowment required to fund five
percent of the budget of a smaller school. Simply stated, the endowment provides the school with
four or five percent annually. Investment returns that produce beyond five percent, are rolled
back into the principal to grow the endowment and to have a greater return the following year as
the endowment grows. Endowment earnings should earn more than the annual spend, enabling
the excess to go back into the principal to increase the endowment. In doing so, the excess of the
growth of the principal of the endowment creates an ever-increasing pool of funds invested. As
the budget of the school grows, there is a planned growth of the endowment beyond so it is an
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ever-increasing endowment spend (Smith, 2008; R. Caldwell, personal communication,
September 22, 2016).
Endowments provide sustainable, long-term investments for the nonprofit. Schools can
establish smaller endowments that can provide scholarships for students or allow donors
additional ways to honor loved ones. Multiple endowments can be held by the school with each
endowment having its own mission, all of which enables the school to fund portions of the
budget through charitable gifts set up as endowments (M. Benton, personal communication,
October 31, 2019)
Resource Diversification
Sustainable nonprofit private school budgets are based on projected funding of 70-80
percent with tuition while relying on charitable gifts and income from endowments/investments
to fund the balance (M. Benton, personal communication, October 31, 2019). Lee (2017) noted
that school’s sustainability is attainable through resource diversification rather than cutting the
budget to meet limited expectations. Schools should raise more money or recruit more kids
because a school cannot succeed by cutting its way to greatness. Lindsay (2016) states that
nonprofit private schools that have fewer revenue streams become more vulnerable to economic
downturns and/or declining donor interest. Fewer income streams make it more difficult for a
school trying to recover from fiscal problems or an economic downturn. Besel, Williams and
Klak (2011) suggest that organizations that rely on very limited income streams are highly
vulnerable. If a school has three revenue streams, and one comes to a sudden end, a devastating
void appears. Major interruptions in funding can impact services of the school, and in turn, create
public relation issues. Rumors of fiscal difficulty may scare donors away and begin a downward
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spiral where small, vulnerable schools may not be able to recover when faced with difficult
economic times (Hodge & Piccolo, 2011).
Long-term, vulnerable organizations lacking in adequate resources, will likely attempt to
change their mission to find needed funding (Jenson, 2009). RDT recognizes that organizations’
move to follow funding sources and can suffer from mission drift as the organization searches
for adequate funding (Hodge, 2006). The organization’s behavior and mission changes naturally
to follow funding (Seo, 2011). There is a predictable process that vulnerable schools follow
when RDT goes into full effect. If there is continual fiscal strain and on-going financial losses,
the school may face potential closure. When the school sees that survival is not an option, the
nonprofit private school will become more intense in searching for funding. The trustees, in an
effort to keep the school intact, may become desperate. If it fails to find adequate funding,
trustees will look to merge with another school or change the school’s mission to meet possible
new funding sources. If those options are not successful, then the school moves to the final step
of closure once all resources have been depleted (Jegers, 1997).
There is a predictable process of developing sustainable nonprofit private schools. When
under financial duress during an economic downturn, the successful school may suffer but will
show signs of its ability to sustain itself through a corrective action plan that brings short-term
budget cuts without changing the mission (Kingma, 1993). One can examine the previous years’
of financials and be able to develop an educated assessment of the school’s current fiscal
condition and then predict the future of the school. A school that continually suffers drops in
enrollment or charitable giving will continue in that trend unless the school makes a deliberate
move to combat the trend (Zietlow & Seidner, 2012).
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Fiscal Responsibilities of Nonprofit Private Schools
As with businesses, nonprofits and nonprofit private schools must operate with a funded
annual budget. The annual budget of the nonprofit private school must be realistic in the
projection of income and expenses for the fiscal year. As with any business, income should
exceed expenses. Nonprofits, however, are different in some ways from traditional for-profit
businesses. Income for nonprofits comes from a variety of sources that includes tuition,
charitable gifts, fundraising events, and endowment income. Knowing the need of nonprofits to
raise more than the expected annual costs, it becomes the responsibility of the organization to
increase income by recruiting more students (tuition) or increasing the amount of charitable gifts
(Grobman, 2015; Worth, 2012). When a greater effort is made for increasing the student
population or receiving more charitable gifts, there is cause to expect a greater return.
When there is not enough of an increase in students (tuition) or charitable gifts, the
organization must rely on cash on hand. When a nonprofit private school does not have enough
cash on hand, the organization then has to become creative in meeting obligations (Leaman,
2016). To address immediate needs, the nonprofit private school can go to donors and ask them
to increase their contributions, ask donors to give next year’s contribution this year, or they can
go to a bank for a short-term loan that can get the school through a weak fiscal period until
tuition comes in for the next semester. The assets held by the school can serve as collateral for a
short-term loan. However, if a financial institution does not feel comfortable in providing a
short-term loan, the trustees may use funds that are held in long-term investments or
endowments to get them through a short-term deficit. With board approval, the school can
borrow from the endowment/investment funds to get the school through critical times. While this
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can be done, this becomes a sentinel moment that puts the sustainability of the organization in
question (Gronjberg, 1997).
Timely Data
Zeitlow (2010) discusses that the trustees and the CEO may have varying vantage points
and may not realize the immediate fiscal condition of the school. The delay of financial
information to the board can present a hidden, short-term crisis which, if not addressed, can
create a deficit of cash on hand and begin a downward cycle, creating a highly vulnerable school.
Sustainable schools, however, demonstrate their ability to operate with a positive cash flow,
which over time, creates higher levels of cash on hand which grows to become endowments or
investments. Those funds can be a resource during critical situations (Trussel et al., 2002). A
nonprofit private school that has been experiencing a shortage of funds can encounter a critical
situation in not being able to meet its short-term obligations. Zeitlow (2010) notes that a school’s
liquidity can change quickly, and the change can happen silently. Vulnerable nonprofit private
school boards can be months from knowing the true fiscal picture of the organization, thus
creating an on-going fiscal dilemma. With delayed financial information, the nonprofit private
school can find itself quietly slipping into fiscal trouble. If the fiscal condition of a school
becomes public, the donors may question the viability of the school and walk away, allowing the
organization to fall behind deeper, faster (S. Hirstein, personal communication, November 3,
2019). When nonprofit private schools lack adequate resources, the nonprofit and its mission
suffer. This lack of adequate funding of the student’s educational experience creates a
disappointment in services. When the educational experience is less than originally portrayed,
enrollment may drop. Enrollment (tuition) is the largest income stream of the organization, and if
it decreases, due to cuts in services, it can devastate the budget quickly and become a step too far
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that begins a death spiral that the board may not be able to stop (M. Benton, personal
communication, October 31, 2019).
With the life blood of a nonprofit private school being tuition and charitable giving,
Wymer, Sargeant & Madden (2008) note that the younger generation of nonprofit leaders do not
appear to be interested in learning the traditional fundraising methods. They have shown little
commitment to the traditional methods which included face-to-face fundraising, endowment
development, the Annual Fund, and capital campaigns. The new generation of leaders seems to
want to replace traditional, direct fundraising with non-personal methods that rely on developing
softer methods such as websites, e-newsletters, and online fundraising. Lyon (J. Lyon, personal
communication, January 17, 2019) believes that the lack of interest and knowledge of the
traditional principles of fundraising is creating the greatest threat to the sustainability of
nonprofit organizations by neglecting the proven, solid, multiple income streams that are the lifeblood of a nonprofit private school. Further, Lyon and others assert that the end result of poor
fundraising practices will reduce the number and size of the income streams, making the
nonprofit private school even more vulnerable (Bowman, 2011; Calabrese, 2013; Tuckman &
Chang, 1991; Walton, 2010).
While tuition is the life blood of a nonprofit private school, the Annual Fund provides the
balance of the funds for the fiscal year through charitable gifts (Worth, 2012). The Annual Fund
is the annual campaign that generates dollars from parents, school supporters and student
fundraisers for the fiscal year. Through solicitations, donors make gifts to the school to fund the
portion of the budget that tuition does not cover. The stronger the Annual Fund of a school, the
more sustainable the school (Lu, 2016). Additionally, some nonprofit private schools also rely on
“fees for services.” Similar to the Red Cross and YMCA, services are provided for a fee and
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individuals pay to receive that service. While these funds may not make a school totally
sustainable, it can provide an additional supplemental income stream to help the school operate
for a fiscal year and offset costs. These auxiliary services can include sports, academics, afterhours care, transportation, or tutoring. These provide income and offset the budgetary needs of
the school (Child, 2010; Mead, 2008; Hodge & Piccolo, 2011).
Perhaps the most underutilized form revenue for nonprofit private schools is endowments
or investments. Endowments or investments are long-term investments that provide reliable
income streams in that they are the most budget-able funding source. While the
endowment/investment income stream can be important to sustainability, academic textbooks
have limited endowment information (Kaufman & Woglom, 2008). There is limited support for
endowments in nonprofit textbooks. Worth’s (2012) textbook on nonprofit management has 430
pages yet attributes only four pages to endowments and endowment management and only one
page dedicated to “sustainability.” Worth’s textbook, however, does bring to reality the lack of
educational options for those stepping in to leadership roles of nonprofits or seeking advanced
knowledge on endowments. Grobman’s (2015) textbook uses the term “endowment” 16 times in
the index but fails to use the term anywhere in the book other than in references. One of the
leading educators in the nonprofit sector, Salamon (2002), does not have the terms “endowment”
or “sustainability” mentioned in the textbook he edited. Ott and Dicke’s (2012) textbook
dedicated two paragraphs out of 368 pages to endowments. The lack of an academic focus on
endowments creates little practical focus on the importance of endowment funds. Endowments
are generally different from investments in that endowments have a spending policy that
generates an “annual spend” with the balance of the income going back into the principal to
create greater income the next year. An investment generally gives the trustees the ability to
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spend all of the income produced rather than a percentage. The downside is that investments do
not focus on long-term growth, simply long-term income. An investment may not keep up with
inflation where an endowment should continue to grow and create a growing pool of funds that
increases each year (R. Caldwell, personal communication, September 22, 2018).
Kingma (1993) and Grossman (1992) examined factors that influence the stability of
nonprofit private schools to include tuition, charitable gifts, fees-for-services, and endowments to
supplement what tuition does not fund. Strong support from each of these sectors can create a
diverse and financially stable organization (Fischer, Wilsker & Young, 2011). Revenue streams
should be diverse to prevent the nonprofit from becoming overly dependent on one major income
stream to the neglect of others (Besel, Williams and Klak, 2011; Carroll & Stater, 2008; Glasby
& Underwood, 1996; Parkyn & Collier, 2004).
The trustees of the school are often times the last to learn of pending fiscal disaster. Many
of these schools are operating at full speed with limited knowledge level of the critical fiscal
condition while acknowledging that the school has some fiscal challenges (Zeitlow, 2010). Once
realized, the trustees authorize extreme measures in an effort to postpone closure (S. Hirstein,
personal communication, November 3, 2019). The more financially-vulnerable school will not
likely be able to withstand an unanticipated revenue shock (Kingma, 1993). Keating, Fischer,
Gordon & Greenlee (2005) list three factors that are impacted by economic conditions of a
vulnerable school that sends it into desperate measures: 1) sharp decreases in giving from
individuals, 2) a significant decline in the stock and bond markets, 3) sharp reductions in one of
the school’s critical revenue streams. A significant reduction of one or more of these factors can
create a fiscal challenge of survival. During economic downturns, there is a decrease in the
donors’ own perceived ability to contribute, resulting in smaller donations that further reducing
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the revenue stream, and creating additional financial stress for the school. Economic downturns
impact nonprofit private schools at a time when there is a greater need for the school to provide
financial assistance in the form of scholarships to keep students enrolled when families have to
deal with their own issues. Parents may withdraw their students because of tougher economic
times for the family (Glasby & Underwood, 1996). Fischer, Wilsker & Young (2011) note that
relying too heavily on any one revenue stream can threaten the organization’s fiscal future.
While private philanthropy is critical, the school that is reliant upon one major donor is
dependent on his/her feelings about the school. Likewise, the death of a major donor could be
impactful if no plans had been made for an estate gift from the donor. It is important to have a
broad base of support to lessen the loss of a major donor or income stream (Kingma, 1993).
Nonprofit private schools are depend on tuition and charitable gifts. The fiscal condition
of the school is dependent on the leadership’s ability and knowledge of raising needed funds and
recruiting students. According to Benton, (M. Benton, personal communication, October 31,
2019) most nonprofit private schools fail because of the lack of funding due to four key factors:
1) lacking of fundraising knowledge or 2) not having an adequate number of students to meet the
budget 3) not having students that can afford to pay the tuition 4) having enough donors that will
support it the school at the level needed. There are reasons why some nonprofit private schools
have the ability to raise the needed funds but others can’t. Leadership that has a working
knowledge of how to raise funds effectively is more likely to be fiscally stable. Nonprofit
school’s leadership, trustees, and administrators have a fiduciary responsibility to the nonprofit’s
financial stability. Trustees must understand charitable gifts’ ability to play a critical part in the
life of the nonprofit private school. Having the ability to raise funds is critical to the board and
CEO of the school. Revenue streams may fluctuate, but the effective leadership team adapts in
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proactive ways to seek more revenue to maintain the school. The board and the CEO must have
the understanding and ability to raise charitable dollars. A nonprofit private school will suffer
financially if the leadership doesn’t acquire adequate knowledge of how to raise needed funds
(Horton, 2013).
Similar to businesses, nonprofit private schools must have reliable income streams to
maintain their sustainability by acquiring or training a leadership that can prevent a financial
crisis. Leadership must provide fiscal stability on an annual basis, effectively raising needed
funds. The lack of fundraising experience puts the nonprofit private school at risk (Slyke &
Johnson, 2006; Tuckman & Chang, 1991). According to Worth, (2012) nonprofit private schools
must match the level of fundraising that reflects their school’s social and historic position. The
CEO must feel comfortable in the fundraising environment as well as being effective. Newer
schools may lack the donor constituency of a more established schools. A more established,
sustainable school may act like a newer school and not work to raise needed funds, thinking that
the gifts will come in as usual, eventually turning a sustainable school into a vulnerable school.
Sustainable nonprofit private schools have multiple income streams that provide reliable and
stable resources and replicate those gifts each year. A downturn in the economy or the loss of a
major donor may have a major impact to the organization, but the nonprofit private school that
has prepared for such a downturn and has been trained for potential fiscal setbacks, enhances its
ability to survive because they have prepared (Kingma, 1993; Walker & McCarthy, 2010; Kim,
Perreault & Foster, 2011).
Mission Drift
Closure becomes the last resort for a nonprofit private school. The trustees and
administration that lack the basic principles of fundraising will increase the likelihood that the
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school will become financially unstable and possibly face closure. Lacking the knowledge of
fundraising creates a major problem for a school that is reliant on charitable gifts. Schools that
become vulnerable due to the lack of knowledge for fundraising will struggle annually, and those
schools will more than likely suffer “mission drift” in an effort to survive (Sloan, Charles &
Kim, 2016). Mission drift moves the organization from their original mission in search of a
needed, viable funding source. After finding another funding source, the nonprofit assumes the
new mission that goes with the new income stream (Kingma, 1993). As an example, the
struggling nonprofit private school, Columbia Military Academy, experienced mission drift
when the school changed the mission from a men’s military school to a school that accepted
women; it then changed to a Christian school that accepted men and women. While both
provided an educational opportunity, the new mission as a Christian school differed from the
former military school. Alumni and friends that supported the military school withdrew their
support because of the change in mission was not in line with their religious beliefs (J. Vaughn,
personal communication, April 16, 2018). The change in mission created a change in the school.
When the school makes a change, there is a change in the type of students which generally will
disconnect the new school with the donors that were aligned with the former mission (Kingma,
1993).
A drastic change in the fiscal condition of the school dictates a potential change in
mission. Keating, Fischer, Gordon and Greenlee (2005) note four areas that can be an alert when
a school goes from sustainable to vulnerable: 1) Insolvency risk (when liabilities are greater than
total assets), 2) Financial disruption (a 25 percent drop in assets during a 12-month period), 3)
Funding disruption (a 25 percent drop in revenues during a 12-month period), 4) Program
disruption (a 25 percent reduction in services that it funds over a 12-month period). Stecker
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(2014) also noted that schools may not be technically insolvent, but a sharp decline in assets
moves them closer to becoming insolvent resulting in potential mission drift.
Summary
Nonprofit private schools provide services to meet a perceived, unmet community need.
The IRS recognizes charitable efforts that provide needed services and rewards the donors to 501
(c)(3) organizations with tax benefits. Enrollment in nonprofit private schools continues to
increase making up one-fourth of the enrollment of students in all U. S. schools. Research shows
that sustainable schools require tuition, charitable giving and an endowment/investment.
Acquiring adequate and diverse income streams is an on-going effort. Sustainable nonprofit
private schools have many of the same characteristics as do vulnerable schools and failing
schools but they are able to manage the fiscal issues. The most difficult hurdles of nonprofit
private schools are that they are able to recruit enough students to make the school credible as
well as raise 20 – 30 percent of their annual budget through charitable giving (Worth, 2012;
Grobman, 2015). Vulnerable schools have common characteristics that create fiscal problems for
the school. Vulnerable schools lack one or more of the three metrics of sustainable schools which
include: 1) balanced budget 2) positive cash flow 3) endowment/investment income (Ott & Dike,
2012). The trustees and leadership are not always aware of the sustainable traits, but they must
know how to prevent the possibility of becoming a vulnerable school during a financial crisis
(Worth, 2012). This study is designed to examine the level of sustainability of the West
Tennessee nonprofit private schools and see if the endowment plays a critical part in the schools’
success.
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Chapter Three
Results
Nonprofit private schools are a part of the West Tennessee landscape. Varying in size and
fiscal strength, research was needed to enable educators and the leadership of nonprofit private
schools in rural counties to ascertain the deficits and challenges of being sustainable. Rural
nonprofit school leadership need to have data-driven research to provide a more accurate picture
of the fiscal condition of the region and to understand the need to build sustainable schools that
can survive economic downturns. Having developed such data for leaders, it has shown the
importance of creating endowments and the impact these endowments have on the sustainability
of nonprofit schools in rural West Tennessee. This quantitative study examined the overall fiscal
condition of rural nonprofit private schools. West Tennessee counties have some of the state’s
highest levels of employment yet one-in-five of the residents of every rural county in West
Tennessee are living in poverty (U. S. Census, 2017; V. Lake, personal communication,
December 18, 2019).
National trends present concerns to researchers. This region and the unique demographics
present challenges to nonprofit private schools. As a group, nonprofits, which include the private
schools, are growing at record numbers. Nonprofits are growing faster than for-profit businesses
(Bies & Blackwood, 2007). Giving to nonprofits, however, has remained relatively flat over the
past three decades. Nonprofit private schools rely on tuition and charitable gifts to survive. With
the record increase in the number of nonprofits and giving to nonprofits remaining relatively flat,
nonprofits that lack diversified income streams find themselves to be one financial crisis away
from becoming highly vulnerable (Berry, 2005; Carroll & Slater, 2008). Nonprofit private
schools are part of a larger segment of the general population of nonprofits, and the truths that
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impact the sustainability of the greater pool of nonprofits also are the same that impact the subgroup, nonprofit private schools. Researchers agree that the long-term sustainability of nonprofit
organizations has been dependent upon the number of income streams and the size of the income
stream in relation to the overall budget (Lee, 2017; Rottkamp & Bahazhevska, 2016). Existing
literature reveals that organizations that are lacking adequate operational income suffer fiscally
and place the mission of the organization at risk (Fischer, Wilsker, & Young, 2011;
Weerawardena, McDonald & Mort, 2010). Financial stability, as well the ability to plan for a
sustainable future are important indicators in understanding vibrant nonprofit private schools.
When these measures are lacking, the school places itself in a challenging situation that may
begin a slow downward spiral, if not addressed (Salamon, 2002; Hodge & Piccolo, 2011).
According to Kingma (1993), sustainable nonprofit private schools have three key elements: 1)
Balanced budgets 2) Positive Cash Flow 3) Endowment/Investment Income. Zietlow & Seidner
(2012) note that a nonprofit’s fiscal health can be assessed by examining their three-year fiscal
track record. This research produced data, determining that nonprofit private schools in rural
West Tennessee communities are challenged by the high levels of poverty and have limited
ability to be sustainable or have an endowment.
Research Design
This study utilized the collection of secondary data from all of the nonprofit private
schools in the 20 rural counties of West Tennessee with data being drawn from the self-reported
IRS 990 annual report. Annually, each 501(c)(3) nonprofit reports their audited financial
information on the IRS 990 form which, when released to the public, shows two years or more of
financial data on each 990. Available to the general public on GuideStar and Charity Navigator,
these websites provide transparency of each nonprofit’s financials. This study utilized a
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regression analysis and cross tabulation of three indicators: 1) annual income 2) positive cash
flow 3) endowment/investment income, over three years and determined the fiscal condition of
the schools in rural West Tennessee and determined the impact that an endowment/investment
has had on the sustainability of those schools (Walton, 2010; Kingma, 1993; Keating, Fischer,
Gordon, Greelee, 2005; Kotler, 1979; Lee, 2017). Fischer, Wilsker & Young (2011) note that
while nonprofits generally rely on one major income stream, not being able to provide diverse
income streams put an organization at tremendous financial peril during an economic downturn.
Researchers have shown that analyses of these three areas provide indicators that build upon
each other to provide healthy, sustainable nonprofits, enabling the nonprofits to establish and
grow an endowment (Zietlow & Siedner, 2012). It is of vital importance that the nonprofit
private schools first have healthy, diverse income streams that enable them to operate in the
black (Walton, 2010). Secondly, the school must have a positive cash flow. A nonprofit that does
not have a positive cash flow is unable to build up surplus cash to prepare for growth, a fiscal
challenge or the ability to build an endowment. Lacking that ability, the nonprofit private school
is not prepared for any economic downturn, a sure sign of vulnerability (Sloan, Charles & Kim,
2016). Thirdly, Kingma (1993) notes that nonprofits that do not have an endowment or an
investment lack the ability to sustain themselves on a long-term basis, especially during an
economic downturn. Kingma’s (1993) and Zeitlow & Seidner’s (2012) research also notes that
nonprofits have a “financial predictability” in that by examining the past three years of income
and expenses, one can determine how that school will continue in the same trajectory until there
is an internal change or the school is impacted by some external influence. A vulnerable school
will remain vulnerable until the school begins an initiative to increase enrollment or seek
additional charitable gifts. If no change is implemented, the school will decline when faced with
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an unanticipated revenue shock. Most vulnerable nonprofits, during an economic downturn,
follow the very same patterns or behaviors (Hodge & Piccolo, 2011). Having examined the role
of these three factors, the fiscal condition of the nonprofit private schools in the 20-county area
of West Tennessee has been assessed for their level of sustainability, showing the impact that an
endowment has had on the nonprofit private schools in rural West Tennessee. There have been
little or no previous study of the schools in this geographic area.
Research Question
Knowing that nonprofit private schools in rural West Tennessee must comply with the
three metrics of sustainable nonprofits as defined by Kingma (1993) and Walton (2010), to what
extent does an endowment/investment impact the sustainability of a nonprofit private school in
rural West Tennessee?
Hypotheses
H0: Nonprofit private schools that have the three metrics of sustainability of Kingma (1993) and
Walton (2010) are not more sustainable than those without endowments.
H1: Nonprofit private schools that have the three metrics of sustainability of Kingma (1993) and
Walton (2010) are more sustainable than those with endowments.
Significance of the Study
Rural West Tennessee consists of 20 rural counties that, according to Lake (V. Lake,
personal communication, December 18, 2019), have high levels of employment. While enjoying
such high levels of employment, each of these counties has one in five of its residents who live at
or below the level of poverty (U. S. Census, 2017). In the area under study there are 41 nonprofit
private schools (Chart of Nonprofit Private Schools in West Tennessee below). With poverty
levels surpassing one-fifth of the population in each of the counties under study, nonprofit
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private schools are disadvantaged by being in a rural area with such high poverty levels. In these
rural counties, adequate resources are lacking for the nonprofit private schools due to the high
level of poverty that impacts more than one-fifth of the population. Recruiting students from
families that can afford to pay the private school tuition is a challenge. Additionally, the fact that
each school must be able to raise adequate funds beyond tuition for operations presents on-going
challenges for nonprofit private schools in rural West Tennessee (V. Lake, personal
communication, December 18, 2019).
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Table 6 Nonprofit Private Schools in West Tennessee
Nonprofit Private Schools
Apostolic Academy
Augustine School*
Autism Academy
Camden United Christian Academy
Carroll Academy
Central Christian Academy
Christ Classical Academy
City of Refuge Christian Academy
Crockett Christian School
Eden Academy*
Esther’s Montessori School
Family Christian School*
Fayette Academy*
Gallaway Christian Academy
Gateway Christian Academy
Good News Christian Academy
Hands Up*
Harbert Hills Academy & Elementary
HomeLife Academy
Imagination Nation Learning Center
Jackson Christian School*
Jericho Academy*
Lakeside Christian Academy
Lexington Christian Academy
Madison Oaks Academy
MCCS, Inc,
McDowell Center for Children
Montessori Center of Jackson*
New Beginnings Christian Academy
New Beginnings Homeschool Christian
Academy
New Heights School
Northside Christian Academy
Pioneer Christian School
Sacred Heart of Jesus High School*
Savannah Christian Academy
Sheltering Tree*
Souls Harbor Lighthouse Christian
Tipton Christian Academy
Trinity Christian Academy*
University School of Jackson*
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City
Ripley
Jackson
Jackson
Camden
Huntingdon
Martin
Dyersburg
Atoka
Maury City
Beech Bluff
Lexington
Jackson
Somerville
Gallaway
Bethel Springs
Lexington
Jackson
Savannah
Jackson
Lexington
Jackson
Pinson
Paris
Lexington
Jackson
Somerville
Dyersburg
Jackson
Ripley
Savannah

County
Lauderdale
Madison
Madison
Benton
Carroll
Weakley
Dyer
Tipton
Crockett
Madison
Henderson
Madison
Fayette
Fayette
McNairy
Henderson
Madison
Hardin
Madison
Henderson
Madison
Madison
Henry
Henderson
Madison
Fayette
Dyer
Madison
Lauderdale
Hardin

Pinson
Dyersburg
Finger
Jackson
Savannah
Savannah
Scotts Hill
Covington
Jackson
Jackson

Chester
Dyer
McNairy
Madison
Hardin
Hardin
Henderson
Tipton
Madison
Madison

Table 1 (Continued)
Source: www.tn.gov/education/school-options/non-public-schools.html 3/9/20; * Denotes
501(c)(3) with IRS 990 available used in this study.
Subjects/Participants
The approach used for this study was to examine all nonprofit private schools found in
the 20 rural counties of West Tennessee. The subjects of this study were nonprofit private
schools that have 501(c)(3) designations and organizations that completed the IRS 990 each year.
In reporting this information to the IRS, there are three or more fiscal years of each school’s data
on GuideStar or Charity Navigator. Both of these websites make financial data available to the
public for the purpose of providing fiscal transparency of the nonprofit for donors and interested
individuals.
The instrument used to compare data was composed of three critical indicators as
determined by Kingma (1993) regarding sustainable nonprofit organizations over three or more
years. The importance of the three-year pattern was to determine the fiscal trend of the school
(Walton, 2010; Zietlow and Seidner, 2012). This pattern established the predictability component
of the nonprofit for that indicator. Each of the three indicators have five measures to show the
percentage of that indicator to the annual budget (annual reported spending) of the school. Each
measure was weighted to reflect the percent of the indicator to the annual budget. The
relationship of the data, when viewed together, merits attention by donors, nonprofit private
school trustees, administrators and researchers. The relationship of the data sets provided an
excellent resource in reviewing the fiscal condition of the nonprofit and the propensity of the
school’s ability to be sustainable (Mead, 2008). The measures showed the lowest to the highest
levels of each indicator, placed in a multiple regression analysis, showing the propensity of the
school’s future success. One of those measures indicated the impact of the
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endowment/investment on the long-term sustainability of the nonprofit, an important measure
that reflected the ability of the school to be sustainable long-term (Child, 2010).
A cross tabulation study evaluated how the five measures (percentage of budget)
performed with each of the three indicators (annual income, positive cash flow, endowment).
The higher the measure (percentage of budget) indicated the higher level of sustainability of that
indicator (annual income, cash flow, endowment) to the nonprofit private school. A total of each
of the three indicators was used to create a combined score for each school. Each of the three
final total indicator scores, via the cross tabulation analysis, indicated the level of sustainability
of each individual nonprofit private school. By taking an average of the combined scores of each
indicator for all schools, the researcher was able to provide the overall fiscal condition fiscal
condition of all nonprofit private schools in the rural 20 county region of West Tennessee with
the data determining the impact of the endowment on the sustainability of the schools.
Validity/Reliability
Validation and reliability of the instrument was tested and found to be reliable using
SPSS, Version 25. A Reliable Statistics Analysis was determined by Cronbach’s Alpha
Statistics with a score of .784 of the three indicators. The Intraclass Correlation Coefficient was
.726 with an upper bound 95%, Confidence Interval of .857. The average indicators scored .888
with an upper bound confidence Score of .947. The Case Processing Summary indicates the
analysis of the data using the three indicators: 1) annual income, 2) cash flow, 3) endowment
demonstrated that the instrument was valid and reliable. The data used in the instrument is selfreported data in the IRS Annual 990. The reposting of this data from the IRS 990 came from the
organization’s annual audit and was submitted by the organization’s auditor and is viewed as
highly accurate.
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The regression analysis of the validity test indicated that all three areas being examined
have significance. The reliability analysis predicted that there will be significance in the
correlation of the annual income to the sustainability index number produced; the annual cash
flow of the organization was determined to be significant to the sustainability of the organization
as well as the endowment was to the sustainability of the organization. The Descriptive Statistics
reflected the same significance.
Data Collection Method: How Collected and How Analyzed
This approach examined the level of the sustainability of nonprofit private schools based
on criterion that has been well established as best practices by Zietlow & Seidner (2012), and
Kingma, (1993) and determined the impact of an endowment on the school. Walton (2010),
Fischer, Wilsker & Young (2011) have shown that diverse income streams make a more stable
organization and that an endowment is critical to the long-term success of the school.
The measure of sustainability was examined on a three-year regression study followed by
a cross tabulation of the latest data available from the IRS’s Form 990 (Zietlow & Seidner,
2012). The key independent variables were the Annual Income raised (percentage of the annual
budget), Annual Positive Cash Flow (percentage of the annual budget), and
Endowment/Investment (percentage of the annual budget). The dependent variables were ranked
lowest to highest in a 1 – 5 score with 5 being the highest percentage of that variable to the
percentage of the budget, funded by that revenue source (Bowman, 2011).
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Table 7 Nonprofit Sustainability Data Sheet
Nonprofit
Data Year:
Sustainability Data
Sheet
Annual Income
Less than ¼ Budget ¼ Annual
(1)
Budget (2)

Nonprofit
School
Identifier:
½ Annual
Budget (3)

¾ Annual
Budget (4)

100% Annual
Budget (5)

Less than ¼ Budget
(1)

Annual Cash
Flow
¼ Annual
Budget (2)

½ Annual
Budget (3)

¾ Annual
Budget (4)

100% Annual
Budget (5)

Less than ¼ Budget
(1)

Endowment
¼ Annual
Budget (2)

½ Annual
Budget (3)

¾ Annual
Budget (4)

100% Annual
Budget (5)

Data Collection Method
Secondary data was collected for this study. Each nonprofit private school that had a
501(c)(3) designation had provided the IRS with an annual report on the IRS Form 990. The data
reported to the IRS on the 990 came from the nonprofit private school’s annual independent
audit. The IRS provided the public online platforms with data, which was then shared with the
public. This allowed for transparency with regard to the financial data of all nonprofits.
GuideStar and Charity Navigator contain the latest reported information on each nonprofit for
the last three years or more, depending on the age of the nonprofit. All nonprofits in this study
had at least three years of the reported data available. All nonprofit private schools in the rural
counties of West Tennessee area were examined via the nonprofit private school’s IRS 990
information and has been printed and stored individually in a file with a unique numeric
identifier.
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Data Analysis Method
The data was analyzed to determine whether statistically significant factors existed from
the three indicators to determine the level of sustainability of the organization. A cross tabulation
analysis included correlation, factor analysis and significance. The correlation of three indicators
(Annual Income, Annual Positive Cash Flow, and Endowment/Investment) indicated the
significance of each towards the propensity of the nonprofit’s overall sustainability projections.
Y1 = A + B1 X1 + B2 X2 = B3 X3
Y1 Sustainability = A+B1X1 Annual Income + B2X2 Positive Cash Flow = B3X3 Endowment
Sustainability = Annual Income + Positive Cash Flow + Endowment
Summary
The purpose of this study was to look at available public data on nonprofit private
schools in the rural 20 counties of West Tennessee, determine the schools’ established financial
pattern, and assess the fiscal condition of the schools. This information indicated the impact that
endowments have had on the sustainability of the nonprofit private schools in the area under
study. This data provided the ability to evaluate the overall fiscal health of each school and was a
powerful tool that was used to calculate the impact that the endowment/investment had on each
school’s long-term sustainability. This study focused on West Tennessee but can be replicated to
fit any region of the country.
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Chapter Four
Discussion
This study examined the relationship of endowments to the sustainability of the nonprofit
private schools in the 20 rural counties of West Tennessee. While there has been more research
regarding the impact of a balanced budget and positive cash flow and its relationship to the
sustainability of a nonprofit private school, this quantitative study was created to examine the
relationship of the endowment/investment to the sustainability of nonprofit private schools in a
rural area, knowing the high levels of poverty along with an aging and decreasing population
(State of Tennessee, 2019; U. S. Census, 2017). A nonprofit private school’s original founding
mission sets forth its specific purpose with an understanding that it is fulfilling a region’s
perceived need and charitable mission. This chapter includes the findings according to the
research question described in Chapter 3. The chapter contains a description of the three factors
(1. Balanced Budget 2. Positive Cash Flow 3. Endowment / Investment) and the levels of such
that create “sustainable nonprofit private schools” and “vulnerable nonprofit private schools.”
This will be followed by an interpretation of the factors according to the best practices in the
balance of tuition and charitable giving (Kingma, 1993; Walton, 2010). Understanding and
identifying the elements of a sustainable nonprofit private school model is not new to
researchers, however, this study’s focus of sustainability in a rural, economically depressed
region needs continued research.
Methodology and Data
After gathering the names of the schools found in the 20 rural counties of West
Tennessee, this researcher retrieved the latest three years of financial data available on each
501(c)(3) private school from their annual IRS 990 report. Data on their IRS 990 form came
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from their independent annual audit. Of the 41 private schools in the region, 29 were found to be
part of a ministry of a church which had no financial data available to the public. Those schools
were exempt from reporting financial data. The remaining 12 schools had information available
via Charity Navigator and/or GuideStar. The latest three years of data was retrieved for these
remaining 12 nonprofit private schools.
From these data sets, each school was given a number with the schools being listed in
alphabetical order, and the latest three years of data was given a letter. The letter “A” represents
the latest nonprofit’s IRS 990 form with the letter “B” representing the previous year’s data and
“C” providing data from the year prior to “B.” The information was gathered on each school for
each of the three years for each indicator (annual income, positive cash flow and
endowment/investment). That information was then converted into a numeral that noted the
measures’ percent of that indicator to the annual budget. Annual Income each year was weighted
to note if the school’s income was: (1) less than ¼ of the annual budget, (2) ¼ of the annual
budget (3) ½ of the annual budget (4) ¾ of the annual budget or (5) 100% of the annual budget.
The higher the number, the more the school was closer to meeting the goal of a “sustainable
school.”
In a similar fashion, Annual Cash Flow data was entered onto the form: (1) the school’s
positive cash flow was equal to less than ¼ of the budget, (2) the annual positive cash flow was
equal to ¼ of the annual budget, (3) the annual positive cash flow was equal to ½ of the annual
budget (4) the annual positive cash flow was ¾ of the annual budget, (5) the positive cash flow
was equal to 100% of the annual budget. When the Endowment/Investment was examined, an
estimation was made on the size of the endowment held by the school, based on the size of the
income from endowment/investments, and based on a 6 percent average year. Regarding
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endowments / investments, data was entered to reflect the overall endowment/investment was:
(1) the endowment income was equal to less than ¼ of the annual budget, (2) the endowment
income was equal to ¼ of the annual budget, (3) the endowment income was equal to ½ of the
annual budget, (4) the endowment income was equal to ¾ of the annual budget and (5) the
endowment income was equal to 100% or more of the annual budget. The format of the form is
entitled “Nonprofit Sustainability Data Sheet” as presented previously on page 54.
In alphabetical order, the data was collected on each school and given a unique identifier
with the year current year being “A,” the previous year being, “B,” and the oldest data being
“C.” The data collected is below on each school.
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Table 8 Nonprofits’ Unique Identified Data
School
1A
1B
1C
2A
2B
2C
3A
3B
3C
4A
4B
4C
5A
5B
5C
6A
6B
6C
7A
7B
7C
8A
8B
8C
9A
9B
9C
10A
10B
10C
11A
11B
11C
12A
12B
12C

Balanced Budget
4
5
4
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
5
5
5
4
5
5
5
5
5
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
5
4
4

Positive Cash Flow
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Endowment/Investments
1
1
1
1
1
1`
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Cross Tabulation – Annual Income – Directional Measures
Earlier tests on the data in a multiple regression failed due to a limited pool of 12 schools
with three years of data per school. The Cross Tabulation data was prepared by looking to the
minimal level of sustainability and then converting the data to nominal data and comparing with
the interval data to produce the correlation value in Directional Measures. The minimal level of
sustainability was determined to be seven. The minimal level represented a school that always
operated in the black (rated 5) with the minimal levels of positive c ash flow (rated 1) and
endowment/investment (rated 1) and which could be sustainable if no other factors were
considered. The Cross Tabulation then compared the sustainability of each indicator with the
nominal data. The Cross Tabulation established a correlational value of the Directional Measures
to determine the level of the relationship of sustainability to the indicator (income, positive cash
flow, and endowment/investment).
The cross tabulation denotes the relationship of sustainability to each of the indicators by
creating a value shown in the Directional Measures. With the cross tabulation, the researcher
compared the nominal data with the interval data to achieve the correlational value.
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Table 9 Cross Tabulation Annual Income with Directional Measures
Count
Annual Income
Sustainable

5.00
6.00
7.00
14.00

Total

Nominal by Interval

ETA

3.00
4.00
1
0
0
21
0
0
0
0
1
21
Directional Measures

5.00
0
0
13
1
14

Sustainable Dependent
Annual Income

Total
1
21
13
1
36
Value
.565
1.00

The Cross Tabulation Chart above analyzes the correlation value that a balanced budget
(listed as annual income) had to the sustainability of the schools in the rural counties of West
Tennessee under study. The correlational value of the balanced budget/annual income to the
sustainability of the 12 nonprofit private schools is determined to be moderate, .565 on the
Directional Measures chart. This moderate value indicates that sustainability does have a
correlation to nonprofit private school sustainability in that having enough annual income to
balance the budget each year is good but it only possesses a moderate correlation value. By
looking at the data from this cross tabulation report, the data indicates that while it is important
to operate in the black, there are other factors beyond operating in the black that are more
impactful and lead to sustainable nonprofit private schools. Additionally, this indicator (annual
income/balanced budget), when comparing the nominal data to the interval data, the cross
tabulation also determined that there is only a moderate relationship between a nonprofit private
school having a balanced budget and the school’s long-term sustainability.
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Cross Tabulation – Cash Flow – Directional Measures
The Cross Tabulation Chart below analyzes the correlation value that positive cash flow
(listed as cash flow) has to the sustainability of the schools in the rural counties of West
Tennessee. The correlational value of the positive cash flow to the sustainability of the 12
nonprofit private schools is determined to be extremely high with .923 on the Directional
Measures chart. This extremely high value indicates that there is a strong correlation to nonprofit
private schools having a positive cash flow and the school being sustainable. It is by looking at
this data along with the other data from this cross tabulation report that the researcher can
determine that while it is important to operate in the black and to have a positive cash flow, there
may be another factor beyond a balanced budget and positive cash flow that creates sustainable
nonprofit private schools. When comparing the nominal data to the interval data, the cross
tabulation chart determined that this indicator (Positive Cash Flow) has a strong relationship to
the schools’ long-term sustainability
Table 10 Cross Tabulation Cash Flow with Directional Measures
Count
Sustainable

5.00
6.00
7.00
14.00

Total

Nominal by Interval

Eta

Cash Flow
1.00
4.00
1
0
21
0
13
0
0
1
35
1
Directional Measures
Sustainable Dependent
Cash Flow Dependent

Total
1
21
13
1
36
Value
.923
1.000

Cross Tabulation – Endowment – Directional Measures
The Cross Tabulation Chart below analyzes the correlational value that an
endowment/investment has to the sustainability of the schools in the rural counties of West
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Tennessee. The correlational value of an endowment/investment to the sustainability is
determined to be extremely high on the Directional Measures Chart. This extremely high value
indicates that there is a strong correlation to nonprofit private schools having an endowment or
long-term investment income and the sustainability of a school. When comparing the nominal
data to the interval data, the Cross Tabulation Chart determined that this indicator
(endowment/investments) has an extremely strong relationship to the school’s long-term
sustainability.
These three indicators are very telling. The Cross Tabulation, showing nominal to
interval Eta data, allowed the researcher the ability to see truly impactful components of these 12
schools in rural West Tennessee. The Directional Measures places Positive Cash Flow and
Endowment/Investment at the same level of significance regarding these schools under study.
Data shows that it is important for nonprofit private schools in rural West Tennessee to have an
endowment/investment.
In looking at the Directional Measures data, there are two critically important impactful
components that sustainable nonprofit private schools possess. The schools have positive cash
flow and an endowment/investment.
Table 11 Cross Tabulation Endowment with Directional Measures
Count
Sustainable

Endowment
1.00
5.00
1
0
21
0
13
0
0
1
35
1
Directional Measures

5.00
6.00
7.00
14.00

Total

Nominal by Interval

Eta

Sustainable Dependent
Endowment Dependent
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Total
1
21
13
1
36
Value
.923
1.00

Cross Tabulation – Annual Income – Symmetric Measures
In reviewing the Symmetric Measures of the Cross Tabulation, the data once again
presents annual income (balanced budget) as having a low moderate significance to the
sustainability of the nonprofit private schools in rural West Tennessee. The Nominal by Nominal
Contingency Coefficient was given a value of .207 with an approximate significance of .446
indicating that this was a low moderate relationship. This low moderate score of .446 shows that
having an annual income (balanced budget) to balance the budget of a school does have
significance. The schools do need a balanced budget but a balanced budget (annual income), is
not significant enough to make a school highly sustainable for the long-term. While it meets a
low moderate level of sustainability, when looking at the other indicators, namely cash flow and
endowment/investments, these indicators have a much higher measures than just an annual
income that balances the budget.
Table 12 Cross Tabulation Annual Income with Symmetric Measures
Count
bsus

.00
1.00

Total

Annual Income
3.00
4.00
1
21
0
0
1
21
Symmetric Measures
Value

Nominal by Nominal
N of Valid Cases

Contingency
Coefficient

.207

5.00
13
1
14

Total
35
1
36
Approximate
Significance
.446

36

Cross Tabulation – Cash Flow – Symmetric Measures
In reviewing the Symmetric Measures of positive cash flow of the Cross Tabulation
Chart, the data below shows that having a positive cash flow is highly significance to the
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sustainability of the nonprofit private schools in rural West Tennessee. The Nominal by Nominal
Contingency Coefficient was given a value of .707 with an approximate significance of .000
reflects positive cash flow has a highly significant relationship to sustainability. This very high
Symmetric Value of .707 and a significance of .000 shows that having a positive cash flow to a
sustainable nonprofit private school is highly significant. This data indicates that a nonprofit
private school needs more than just enough money to balance the budget in order for the school
to be sustainable. It shows the highly significant level that positive cash flow has on the critical
nature of the sustainability of these schools. The chart below notes the highly significant value.
Table 13 Cross Tabulation Cash Flow with Symmetric Measures
Count
bsus
Total

.00
1.00

Cash Flow
1.00
35
0
35
Symmetric Measures

4.00
0
1
1

Value
Nominal by Nominal

Contingency
Coefficient

.707

N of Valid Cases

Total
35
1
36
Approximate
Significance
.000

36

Cross Tabulation – Endowment – Symmetric Measures
The data presented in the Symmetric Measures Cross Tabulation for
endowment/investment (chart below) indicates that the relationship of an endowment/
investment is highly significant to the sustainability of these nonprofit private schools in West
Tennessee. The Nominal by Nominal Contingency Coefficient was given a value of .707 with an
approximate significance of .000 indicating that this was a highly significant relationship to
sustainability. This very high score of .707 and a significance of .000 indicates that having an
endowment / investments is highly significant to the schools’ ability to be sustainable for the
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long-term. This data indicates that a nonprofit private school needs more than just enough money
to balance the budget in making the school highly sustainable, the school needs an
endowment/investment. While it indicates a highly significant level of sustainability, an
endowment/investment is critical to the long-term sustainability of the school. The chart below
notes the high significance of positive endowments to sustainability.
Table 14 Cross Tabulation Endowment with Symmetric Measures
Count
bsus
Total

.00
1.00

Endowment
1.00
35
0
35
Symmetric Measures

5.00
0
1
1
Value

Nominal by Nominal
N of Valid Cases

Contingency Coefficient

.707
36

Total
35
1
36
Approximate
Significance
.000

Summary
Looking at all six of the Cross Tabulation Charts, it becomes very clear that annual
income (balanced budget) is important to the sustainability of these schools in rural West
Tennessee. However, it becomes even more evident that having positive cash flow and an
endowment/investment are critical to the sustainability to these schools. The fact that positive
cash flow and an endowment/investment is extremely high on the Directional Measures as well
as the Symmetric Measures indicates the importance that these two measures are for the longterm sustainability and viability of these schools.
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Chapter Five
Conclusion
The United States has an abundance of nonprofit organizations. Now exceeding 1.56
million in number, the growth rate of nonprofits has outpaced the number of new for-profit
businesses. While the number of nonprofits is growing rapidly, charitable contributions to
nonprofits have remained relatively flat (NCES, 2017; NCES, 2019A; Weerawardena,
McDonald & Mort, 2010; Kim, Perreault & Foster, 2011).
Nonprofit private schools face fiscal challenges each year. Annually, a new class of
students has to be recruited and donors have to commit their financial support. Rural areas
present challenges to nonprofit private schools. These schools have unique challenges due to
lower populations, less job opportunities and a more shallow pool of donors (Grunewald, 2004).
As nonprofits have continued to increase, the demand for the charitable dollar has grown
while giving to nonprofits has not seen a similar increase. In this environment, it is critical that
nonprofit private schools operate sustainably (Kaufman & Woglom, 2008).
Rural West Tennessee Demographics
As referenced previously in Chapter 1, West Tennessee is made up of 20 economically
disadvantaged, rural counties with poverty levels averaging 19.3 percent. The region has an
average of 23 percent of its residents on TennCare. The region is aging and the population is
declining. Seven counties have more than 20 percent of its residents being African-American and
Hispanic. One county has an African-American and Hispanic population of 68 percent. Every
county in rural West Tennessee is more than 50 miles away from an urban airport. The unwed
pregnancy rate averages 48.3 percent for the region, with one county exceeding 76 percent. All
of this data show the signs that West Tennessee is in economic decline. An economic decline
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makes it very difficult place to operate a nonprofit private school (TN Dept of Health, 2017;
Census, 2010; Aldrich & Kusmin, 1997: Greenburg, 2016).
With that being said, West Tennessee is home to 41 private schools. Within this number
of schools, 28 of these operate as a ministry under a church or do not have a 501(c)(3)
designation. As a ministry, the church can choose to not be governed under the guidelines of the
IRS. In doing so, a school or ministry will remain as a church ministry with no public record of
their financial data. The remainder of schools are nonprofit 501(c)(3) organizations and must
submit their annual IRS 990 data from their annual audit. The IRS requires the IRS 990 data and
makes it available through at least two platforms in an effort to provide transparency to the
public (IRS, 2014).
Seeing the economic distress in each of these 20 rural counties, these demographic
challenges make it more difficult for a nonprofit to recruit families that can pay tuition and have
donors that can contribute to the annual operations at a level to make the schools sustainable.
Board Leadership
Effective leadership is a must for all nonprofits. Nonprofit private schools have a unique
challenge in that they must recruit leadership for the school on the Trustee level as well as the
administrative level. Each of the 20 counties in rural West Tennessee face major economic
challenges. These 20 counties are projecting a continual decline in population while
simultaneously experiencing an increase in the age of the general population. Out of this pool of
residents, schools must find their leadership. Nonprofit private schools need progressive,
effective leadership, preferably with previous school board and fundraising experience. Finding
effective leadership in the current environment is difficult (TN Dept of Health, 2017; Census,
2018; Ott & Dicke, 2012).
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Funding
Funding is essential to nonprofit private schools. Student recruitment makes up the
largest funding source of any nonprofit private school’s annual budget. Each year, students must
be recruited and previously enrolled students must be retained. In areas where the population is
declining and the residents are aging, having a pool of available students that can afford to attend
a private school, is an ongoing concern (Ott, 2001; Ott & Dicke, 2012).
Tuition should cover 70 – 80 percent of the school’s annual expenses. Charitable giving
should make up the budget shortfall that tuition does not cover. Breaking it down, the school
leadership must raise 20 – 30 percent beyond what each student pays for the year (M. Benton,
personal communication, October 31, 2019; Salamon, 2002). If tuition is $4,000 a year per
student, the school leadership must raise the additional $1,000 per student to meet the budgetary
obligations. Schools in a region that is experiencing population decreases as well as an aging
population will find a decreasing number of potential donors. For these reasons, the 20 rural
counties of West Tennessee are not the most fertile ground for charitable giving.
Of the twelve nonprofit private schools under study, only four schools have operated in
the black for the three consecutive years. Three schools operated in the black for two of the
three years and five schools operated in the black only one of the three years. Unable to operate
in the black creates on a major sustainability issue. As researchers have determined, the school’s
financial trajectory is determined by looking at the previous three years of financial data. Based
on their financials, the majority of schools in this study would be deemed “vulnerable” because
of their inability to operate in the black for three consecutive years (Kingma, 1993; Zeitlow &
Seidner, 2012).
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Statistical Data – Balanced Budgets
Data from this study has shown that there is a correlational value of nonprofit private
schools that operate in the black (annual income) and their sustainability. Annual income has
been determined to be statistically moderate on the Cross Tabulation Chart. There is a correlation
between the two but the correlation is only moderate (.565) on the Directional Measures chart.
On the Symmetric Measures Cross Tabulation chart the Contingency Coefficient value is .207
with a moderate significance of .446. These measures reveal that it is important for nonprofit
private schools operate in the black but other parts of this study show that there are other
measures that have greater impact. Schools can operate in the black but are not be deemed
“sustainable” based on that one measure. Operating in the black simply means that the school
survived that fiscal year. These schools have just met their financial obligations.
In examining the 12 schools over a three-year period of time, only four operated in the
black every year. Eight schools had one or more years where they operated in the red. Five of the
schools suffered from two years of operating in the red. With this region being economically
depressed, declining populations and high levels of poverty, it becomes understandable as to why
so many of the schools failed to operate in the black for three consecutive years.
Statistical Data – Positive Cash Flow
In reviewing the data for Positive Cash Flow, it shows a major statistical significance. A
Positive Cash Flow has a high correlation to the sustainability of a nonprofit private school.
Positive Cash Flow showed greater significance than simply balancing the budget. For schools to
become sustainable they must be able to generate more cash/income than what was spent.
Positive Cash Flow helps build up rainy day funds, fund endowments, or to accumulate funds for
future capital projects. The Cross Tabulation for Positive Cash Flow is extremely high (.923) on
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the Directional Measures chart and .707 on the Symmetric Measures chart of the Contingency
Coefficient. It also has a very high level of significance with a Symmetric Measures of .000.
These extremely high statistical measures indicate the high level of significance that Positive
Cash Flow has on the sustainability of a nonprofit private school. It is concerning, however, that
in the data from the IRS 990s shows that none of the 12 schools in the 20-county area had a
positive cash flow greater than ¼ of the schools’ expenses during the last three years of reported
financial data.
Statistical Data - Endowment
The statistical significance that an endowment has on the sustainability of nonprofit
private schools is extremely high (.923) on the Directional Measures chart and extremely high
(.707) on the Symmetric Measures Chart. According to the statistical data, an endowment is
critically important to the school’s long-term sustainability. Endowments and Positive Cash
Flow were shown to of equal importance in a schools ability to become sustainable. In
examining the data on individual schools, there are no schools in the 20 counties of West
Tennessee that has an endowment of significance, thus relying on tuition and charitable gifts as
the principle means of financial support.
The data on the twelve nonprofit private schools in rural West Tennessee is troubling.
Each school has a Board of Trustees (Directors) who are responsible for the fiscal matters of the
school. Having a balanced budget, positive cash flow and an endowment are traits and best
practices of sustainable schools (Grobman, 2015; Worth, 2012; Ott, 2011). No school in the 20
counties of West Tennessee has all three of the three traits of a sustainable School. Best practices
show that sustainable schools balance their budget annually (Kingma, 1993; Sloan, Charles &
Kim, 2016)); have a positive cash flow (Sloan, Charles & Kim, 2016) and have an endowment
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(Fischer, Wilsker & Young, 2011). No school in the region has an endowment that provides
funds of any significance. Only four schools out of the twelve were able to balance their budget
for three consecutive years, a trait of a sustainable school (Zietlow & Seidner, 2012). Having a
balanced budget for three consecutive years means that the school has established a trend of
being able to pay its bills (Kingma, 1993; Walton, 2010; Zeitlow & Seidner, 2012;Sloan, Charles
& Kim, 2016). Only four schools out of the 12 schools had established a trend of being able to
operate in the black. The remaining schools had difficulty in just operating in the black. Five of
the remaining eight schools had only operated in the black for only one of the three consecutive
years, highly concerning and problematic. The outlook for these schools is not positive, without
some change in their operations. The schools will continue to struggle and may not survive an
economic downturn. If they cannot survive, the school will close or merge with another school
(Lee, 2017; Hodge 2006; Bowman, 2011).
This study was to examine the sustainability nonprofit private schools in the 20 rural
counties of West Tennessee and to determine the role of an endowment to a school’s
sustainability. Research is very clear that it shows sustainable nonprofit private schools must do
more than balance their budget each year; they must have positive cash flow and an endowment
(Kingma, 1993; Sloan, Charles & Kim, 2016; Zietlow & Seidner, 2012). Based on the fiscal data
of the 12 schools in West Tennessee, not one of the nonprofit private schools in the rural 20
counties of West Tennessee is sustainable. More than half of the schools are deemed vulnerable
in that they have difficulty operating in the black on a continual basis, having no long-term
funding measures in place. These schools do not meet the minimum requirements of sustainable
organizations. Many donors, if given this data, might reconsider making an investment in a
school that was possibly one fiscal downturn away from closure (Hall, 2015).
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Direction of Future Studies
The dilemma presented to nonprofit private schools in these rural communities is to find
effective leadership, in the trusteeship or administration. The schools in this region need
students from families that can afford to pay tuition along with donors that will give. The future
of the 12 nonprofit private schools in rural West Tennessee is not bright. The inability of schools
to operate in the black for a continued period of time will force some schools to have to address
possible future merger or closure. Data shows that more than half of the schools may not be able
to endure a long-term economic downturn. If they have difficulty during prosperous years, they
have limited abilities to survive a major economic downturn. There is encouragement that five of
the schools have the opportunity to become “sustainable” schools. These schools will need to
add long-term income streams, such as an endowment to help ensure their survival of an
economic downturn.
A long-term economic downturn or recession would impact jobs and incomes. With the
rural counties of West Tennessee already being economically depressed, the impact of a regional
or national economic downturn could be devastating on these schools. Facing an economic
downturn, families of students could re-evaluate the value of a free public education versus
returning to the nonprofit private school because of the cost of tuition. Losing tuition dollars
would be a major financial issue for the school. Each child is equivalent to a sizable annual gift
to the school. Charitable giving could also take a major hit. Dealing with the fear of loss in
personal income due to an economic downturn, families may re-evaluate their charitable giving.
Families that are more concerned with their own financial security could become more
concerned with the preservation of their financial future rather than keep committing funds to a
nonprofit private school.
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In recent years, the nation has seen one of the most robust of economic times. America
was reviving itself in that the United States was experiencing one of highest employment levels
in our history. The rise in the stock market continued to break records. Tennessee was enjoying
the same economic growth and vitality that had been seen across the country. Employment
levels, statewide, were the highest in years. West Tennessee, however, has continued to lag. The
population has experienced high levels of employment while one in five of its residents lived in
poverty. West Tennessee has not enjoyed the successes like the rest of the state. Those economic
concerns are reflected in the fiscal condition of the nonprofit private schools (K. Spurgeon,
personal communication, January, 21, 2019).
Data in this study was based on public information. Each school has undergone an annual
audit of the previous year fiscal records. By the time the IRS receives the data, the information
is already more than a year old. Getting the data of 1.5 million nonprofits through the IRS
system and then to GuideStar and Charity Navigator takes some time. Financial data on the
nonprofits may be two years old.
Since March 2020 the nation has been dealing with the COVID-19 virus. The economy,
at times, was shut down. There have been job losses and furloughs. Unemployment rose to
levels that were equivalent to the Great Depression (K. Spurgeon, personal communication,
August 2, 2020). An economic downturn would be one of the things for which nonprofit private
schools would have prepared to be able to endure. The impact that this economic downturn could
have on these twelve schools could be devastating. In viewing the IRS 990s of these schools, it
seems that most of these schools were unprepared for survival in a good economy. Those same
schools may be finding themselves struggling for survival in 2020. There are twelve nonprofit
private schools that may not be in existence within a couple of years. Due to nonprofit private
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schools already struggling during a prosperous economy, a future study to see what happened to
these schools during the economic downturn of the COVID-19 pandemic. West Tennessee may
have only 4 or 5 schools remaining after this economic downturn due to the lack of having longterm funding in place.
Attending a nonprofit private school may be a dream for many. The dream of having a
nonprofit private school comes with a cost to the community and to families that wish to support
it. Private schools are difficult to start and maintain. Each school must recruit an effective board
and qualified faculty and uncover donors that are willing to financially support the institution.
Annually the school must recruit a new class of students and donors that will contribute. These
schools must be able to thrive during prosperous economic times in order to be able to prepare
for economic downturns that may present themselves. Recruiting students and fundraising must
continue during economic booms and busts (Grobman, 2015; Worth, 2012; Ott, 2011). With the
national and local economy transitioning from robust to near-recession downturns, future studies
of these twelve schools could be conducted to see how they survived COVID-19. Knowing the
vulnerable position of each of these schools, new data will become available within the next two
years to determine: 1) Did the school survive the 2020 COVID-19 pandemic? 2) Using each
school’s IRS 990 information, did their financial condition improve at all? 3) Knowing the
importance of an endowment, did any of the twelve schools make positive changes in their
endowment?
Summary
Nonprofit private schools can and do operate in the black. Nonprofit private schools do
prosper. The majority of the twelve nonprofit private schools under study are ill-prepared for
long-term future unless there is a systemic change within each of the schools. Literature and
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research shows that nonprofit private schools must be able to recruit enough students that can
afford to pay tuition, raise funds to operate in the black, to have a positive cash flow and grow an
endowment. (Hodge & Piccolo, 2011; Kingma, 1993; Zietlow & Seidner, 2012). The future of
these schools will depend on how leadership deals with these fiscal issues. If recruiting students
is the need, the admissions position of the school must be addressed. If raising enough funds has
been an issue, the leadership should develop a fundraising plan and a trained, experienced
fundraiser. Investing in a trained professional, as opposed to hiring a “mom that has had a
positive experience,” will be able to produce better results rather than a “mom” learning on the
job. The school cannot change the economics of the community or county where they are located
but they can maximize the efforts to acquire additional students, raise more funds to operate in
the black and have a positive cash flow, along with growing an endowment. Prosperous years are
the time to prepare for economic downturns. Fundraising and recruiting should be a priority for
leadership.
Regarding endowments, research shows that sustainable nonprofit private schools have
an endowment/investment component (Kingma, 1993; Zietlow, 2010). Endowments are not
established by accident. Simply implementing board policies that force the school to take
advantage of windfall gifts, such as estate gifts, establishing permanent endowments in the
donor’s memory, enable the school to start an endowment program. There are successful and
sustainable nonprofit private schools that have endowments. Those schools are not located in
West Tennessee. Leadership of the schools under study must see beyond the fiscal challenges,
having a vision as to how to achieve sustainability status. It will take bold leadership and a plan
for success. Endowments start with planning and commitment. Leadership that cannot get past
the struggle of survival may lack the ability or vision to lead. Endowments start small and come
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from vision. Even in economically depressed communities and regions, some businesses do well.
The same is true with nonprofit private schools. Nonprofit private schools can and do survive in
regions that are economically depressed. When trustees and administrative leadership are
knowledgeable of the Kingma (1993) principles of income streams along with Zeitlow’s (2010)
data on the importance of endowments, schools in rural communities will begin to understand
economics of sustainability of nonprofit private schools and be able to be better prepared for
economic booms as well as downturns.
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